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Cuiarat can be divided into three broad regi9OS,
.. position and drainage characteristics: South
{o,,,"

...-.....,_

~u:lat;iat (mainland), and Kute

hectares, accounting. for
50. 'million people (Le. 5 pe~~~lYof India.'g
'xn,i;\sfl!d

to mu~tiple natural hazards;~~~peciaIlY'droughi, ...

epicenter ,was
Chaubari, at latitude
longitude 70.28 E, to the
.!-,-..." ~
~huj, in Kutch District, at a
25 ~km from surface. The
aha distance of 110 km north-northeast from Jamnagar and abo~t250
bad. The ground shaking lasted for about two minutes with
motion lasting for about twenty five seconds, and the eff€)ctsof
were felt throughout the Indian sub-continent. This had been
, ""'¥_ ..
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followed by over 500 after shocks with a magnitude of 3.0 and above.
earthquake was the worst disaster for the country in the last fifty years.

The earthquake caused major loss c
.injury and damage to property
Gujarat.
.in
infrastructure
destrHction was widespread anc
earthquake affected 1,82,639 sq km
21 auf of 25" districts, 181 out 0
talukas, 45 towns and 7,633 vi'
.were aff€tsted }Vitb varying' degrees
of 181 talukas, 42 talukas were dec
as severely affected. In the five
affected. districts, 442 villages had

than. 70~ .••..
hQuses,".?q~.trqy~d,
.:r!le death ...
tolL.i~[~~:,~.2i~.kW~'i>¢li~~!~~9:>
injured.
The Kutch district was by far the most severely damaged, with 70% buik

destroyed on an average. Other seriously .
J arnnagar,
Patan,
Rajkot
and
Surendranagar.
These six districts
accounted for over 95 % of the .deaths
caused by the earthquake. Towns such
as . Bhachau and. Rapar in ,Kutch
suffered nearly 100% damage. Towns
and villages in the. affected areas had
been ~educed to pil~s of concrete and !
fuHblelami tlnmbet .•.
:oti!li"¥elihoods were
damaged Of destroyed. Social infrastructure was severely hit, with destrt
or damage to over' 1,500. health clinics and about..".,~ 51,000 school rooms. Ph'
infrastructure was also severely damaged, including small and medium ea
dams supporting irrigation and providing drinking water to local commu
urban and rural water supply systems, public buildings,
min:
.
.
infrastructure, roads, power and telecommunica~ons. Thousands of smal
cottage based industries and agticultu,ral assets were also partially dama=
"

.

.

.-

.destroyed.
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Indirect losses

n.~E~p6tt~,hrip6j't

o ..,AgricuItural output

,0
D·.,

Industry! services output
'Remitt~hceincome
Fall in earning potential due
to disability, trauma
Unem:plqyment
,HeaI~:~,3.zatds

o
o

o

FtlIlds reallocation :

Cornm'Uhliy rclgiratibn/

r.

ralocatictj,

Gujarat Bru.-thgullke
ItBUmat~ll\StlO£OO' (il'01!~

revenue department control room was activated by 9.05
occurred at 8.46 am). Immediately after the, earthquake,
Government of Gujarat airlifted a team.of five officials headed by an Additional
Chief Secretary to Bhuj. The team consisted of senior governrnent officials who
ha~ ,extensive service experience in handling of rescue and relief operations in
LSate~li!eteleph~:meswere operationalised by 9.30 a.m. Police wireless
.at office of Director General of Police was also operationalized
upt""In"lt:>r\t"S

. ~ft~rthe ea~tl1g~~ke:
i

.

Alert" and recalled all officials and employees to join
y and were deployed" in emergency relief' operations.
S~.hior lAS officers in the affected areas ~up1'6rted by
:', Rolice department, 12 comp~~es 6! 9tate Reserve
home' guards. Ali the 17 wors\ ·G}ff~cted
'talukas were
•,..' ,aeR?int~,~~
..> .•.•. . ...
ha~ mobilizep""'l:,t'51'']CBs
and 901 gas cutters deployed u·~·"'t"·"l"Y.'·:-:
~earch and rescue operahons.

. ......-_.,

.. _.,,_,_'_H

__ H" __ "_'_~"

' ~---------"---"-
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Rescue
operations
..'. '
immediately and the armedilorces,
rescue teams and fire brigade
swung into action in the affected
areas., Eight engineering regiments
and 36 columns of army and: about
3,000 MF/CISF/SRP personn~l
were deployed in rescue and ~eVef·.
op~rations. Indian Army deployed"
23;500personnel and 300 personnel
from, paramilitary services were
deplQyed for rescue and relief operations. IAF aircrafts wer
4,890 tonnes of relief materials. Army Hospital at Bhuj
dvilians as Civil HospitaLin Bhuj was destroyed.
Apart from this, over 763 specialist
doctors, 1,834 medical officers and
more than 2,500 paramedical staff
were deployed
for medical
assi~tance. 46. specialists with 183
medical
teams
were ,.
opetatiol1a1ised in 24 l}ours for
emergency medical, ~si5tance.
1.(1)000:
mjur'JP.ca",,~
tr~ted
out ,ofwhich 19,000w,ere, 6£ serious
nattlt~ 'for;W1i.iqh surgetie~ Were performed in makeshift
temporary sttu,ctures or.naval ships which were convert(
cas~swere"airliftel:1.toM~mbaiiPune and other places.

",f.

2,43,000food grain kits containing essential cooking iten
of charge. 1,12,000 kilo-litre diesel, 44,000 kilo-litre pet
kerosene were supplied'in the affected districts. One lak' ,
ground nut oil and 10,000 tormes of sugar were rush
through mobile vans. House hold kits were distribuk
Death compensation was provided to 13,378 cases anc
provided in 19,648cases. The State Government providl
to the affected population through cash doles to
intermediary shelter, 21,97,096 sheets were distribut'
families.

CujaratStaleoi~asterManag¢ment Author'
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In response
to arC appeal by the
Government of India for international
assistance, the international community
responded in a very." generous manner.
The
United
Nations
Disaster
Management Team, along with staff from
,.the
United
Nations
Development
Emergency
Response
deployed immediately to
the UN 'response. They
an
on-site
operations
tion centre within the office
of the district collector in
initiated an emergency operation of ,>
<

<

food rations to 3,00,000 people for four

The International Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies established a team in the
town of Anjar and an emergency response unit hospital in Bhuj, The teams were
sent from. Britain, Turkey, Germany, Russia, France and Israel for assistance.
provided
the
crucial
for looking after the Women
and addressing their
recovery. WHO established
desk to monitor
disease .·outbreaks.
were established 15y

Gujarat and other places quickly rallied for
the relief and emergency operations. They were involved
unity kitchen services. Kutch Navnlrman Abhiyan, a
as a coordinator of NGO activities and had
to coordinate information and assistance.
the already existing relationship' between
NGOs to secure maximum l1ssist::ttlcefro:i'r\'both.
'lgrievance;r~dre8sal/i't~mpoPary"'shelte);s;
'~ct6r§dta'ingthe'emergehcyoperatibfts;
• "'}?'

After the earthquake, the first aim was to get the'
.
to the Zero Level'. Massive restoration process was it1iti~t~a
operational, all the essential services immediately.
I

Water supply was
restored to normal level in.
affected 18 towns and 1,?40 villc;lges
within- fourteen days.
Within 36
hours, more. than 200 water tankers
were rushed to Kutch. Power was
restored in925 villages within sev.en
days and 25 substations were made
functional within four days. Roads,
bridges
and
other
damaged.
structures were restored immediately. One of the only two l~s ~~Kutch,
Bad Bridge, was restored and opened within 48 hours. Railway traffic a""'.H~U
and quickly restored to Bhuj within three days. Telecomm
worst affected involving damage to·almost all the exchanges: 20001ip€s
exchange and Gandhidham exchange was restored on the same da.y., All
fib~.rJinks and cellular services in Kutch were restored by 29th of January <
T~~telecommunicatig:n n~twbtk wps fully operational within a week,

,infrastructure
fact~~~i,.es
~ere damaged and ..9yer
3/300 destroyed.
Education,
sector was badly hit with a loss
of eyer 8,000 school rooms and
nearly 42,500 school
required
immediate
repairs;
Power sector had incurred losses in terms of transmission and
network of over ..§,900 km..The earthquake also left. ()ver 4,900 km of
roads and required restoration ..of 179 major bridges across the state. 245.
were damaged requiring immediate restoration due to the approaching .

ujarat Stafe Disaster Management Authority
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,('_)tllers
required long term restoration. Approximately '4,000km.of ~ater
[o~~~afldsewerage pipelines were damaged. Health sector Was also severely
wherein over 1,500 health structures were damaged I' destroyed.
of nearly 2,00,000 families was affected in agritultute, ccit~it~ and
scale industries. Apart from rebuilding the physkai~iiclftiastfucrure
, was also a need for social rehabilitation targeting the disabled, o,tphans,
,,"'''''I'IH''-'

citizens and widows.

The state government had a mammoth task before itself in terms of rebuilding
the shattered infrastructure and houses of affected communities. The area
affected was larger than the combined area of the states of Kerala and Haryana.
There was a great challenge ahead to address all important concerns including
providing safe and good habitat to affected people, restoration of livelihood,
putting excellent infrastructure, wi!ll ,upgraqe,d standards. etc. that arose from the
earthquake. The diversity r~qU:it~a' ih
'program can be adjudged by the
geographical spread of the destruction with repairs and reconstruction required
in far-flung locations spread across 7,633 villages in 18 districts of the state. The
affected habitats were located in ,urban as well as rural areas; which demanded
':~different strategies for restoration. Majority of the affected' population was
;crtlit~rateand thus posed a big challenge of communication between communities
t. The problem was even more aggravated due to lack of
for multi-hazard resistant construction techniques and the local
,;~asons were totally unaware of the latest construction methods.
Kutch namely Bl}uj,Bhachau, Rapar and Anjar were flattened
,pile of debris. l~ such a scenario, conducting fresh town planning
w~iI as convincing the affected communities was a challenging task in
hundred year old city's fort area, was turned intorubble.
program, verification of beneficiary status was a
.to loss of almost all the documentary evidences. Having

the'

..J,,<U;lU

.' Pave problems and issues the biggest challenge that the
regarding mobilising funds required for the reconStruction

damage: and loss ~stimates, there was a pervasive sense
among-the people. It was, a great challenge
and an agency, which would address all. the
Owing to the above referred challenge there

Story of"fiuman Resdience and Endeavour

~ Undertake repair and reconstruction ~ork rapidly
~ Go beyond physical reconstrucaon of damaged structures to encompass all
aspects of human needs such as livelihood restoration, socJE:tl;\r~~~bilitation
etc.
);> To promote recovery in a sustainable manner in the af£~cteci.~tea;~;#iGlt1ding
mu1ti -hazard resistant structures and retrofitting O(~I;~lJ'I:/~~~~~~d
,public
buildings
);> To lay foundation for sustainable disaster
Gujarat. .
,

It was required to also have an agency which would,
massive reconstruction and rehabilitation work,
over 20 departments of state govemment.n ~rnTo....'n

, l'lIE 'PROGR.A.M

C;;EERP-GVJARAT BMERGENG)"

EAR'fHQUAKERB<20NSl'RUCTIO

i

GVJARAT$g;'ATIl
B+, -'.

funding ;~genciesj donors, UN a,g,encies" . ,.,'
There was a pressing. need for quick policy
as, men,' ::mFlterial, 'machinery' ~n.d'fuoneY":One
monitoriryg (;;md~
inspecting-the quality
wor~s
that adequate capacity building 't;akes}·lplace

,at

I,t

managentent.

"the Gujarat State Disaster
,12ebruacy08; 2.001·,AnQ,coordinaticm
recons-ttu~tl0n aC2;tivities
were entrustedta

Cujarat

,it.

:";',:'",

The ..vision pf'GSPMA,

J/Togo (peyond tecoristruction'~~d fndk~)Gujarat economica.l~!1vib:t4~itc,;;!t.,
agriculJj.urally,arz,d,industrial:ly cQmpptitive with impr-qved standaras '01<':
livi~g a~d with a capacity to mitii~te and managefutu;~'·di~asters.
II

GSDI\..lA
To cl}""Onlinat. Ihe massiv~~IW;"d" a nodal alt'Dcy was

Guj!};at. State.~~;~J\flanagement

CR'ait'd .-

Authority

._ wllf(~l'.C'ff~(tlvel!f (o-or"'fI"tes

lr:ft11 1111
f1le euttttes associated witTI
disaster IIIl1l1ogellfeJltIII GlijOrtIt olld outside

GSDMA is chaired by the Chief Minister and is endowed with the powers of the
cabinet, vyi~rmine more members including ministers of important ministries,
secretaries of important departments and its Chief Executive Officer as Member
Secretary. The decisions takenby the Gbverning Body are_considered at par with
the decisions taken by the state cabinet. CEO;.GSDMAis responsible. for the
overall rnapage:rn:ent and implementation of the proposed project. The
implementation of works and procurement of goods for specific components is
\
the responsibility .of the line departments, with. overall cqordination and
monitoring by the.,GSDMA.GSDMA had been operating on a principle. of 'lean
core staff and contract out every thing else'. The core_staff consists of about 20
drawn from the Indian Administrilt~ve Servifes (lA,S) and other
government services on deputation and all other services required are.contracted
to private sec~ors. GSDMA .operates under officer oriented',administration
I

';_'."~

.

.

..'

has selected trained and committed personnel.
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ROLE OF GSD:rvlA
Gujarat State Disaster ",'
..
"'-"'L

__

"'I'-':~l"""''''!I.'lIb'i';1

• dt

pmetieN

-Exputi.e
• &paiUtes

etc.
\

\

·Dal ....

• JtJdt .....
·hujed' ....

• hdliAtins elr•

• dmtnbtr:atlon
i

__._____..-r

•

The aims and objectives of GSDMA

~ To undertake social and. economic"
resett~ement of the affected people; ·that .
infrastructure, economic rehabilitation;~J;ocial
};>

};>

};>

programs
To prepare programs and plans to mitigatelosses
strategyfor long-term disaster preparedn~ss
To under-take research and study regarding Sa
natural disasters and to suggest rel1\edfI;11rnea~u~@~
To act as nodal agency, and to coordinate
deserVing victims, out 6fthe funds, ·eithef·
fund, treated for this purpose in,any other, ".~
_.,<'0'1.
To provide 01' to arrange financial aSSlsfance't··
""J."-

};>

};>

the society
.
To develop approach, philosophy, policy.
other relevant aspects for meeting out .disastenof

j;,.,.Jl"" ....

agencies

th~ADB, the Netherlands
GOye~~t2ht;!' European Commission
etc. GP9 ~nvisionedthe program with a holistic perspective which goes beyond
.... «Jl,,<1"'.

'B£rJL1NS'fRUCTION & REHABILITATION
'l'JJ<? rt4:t)uMrllt:tit1U

JWO~TI'tHIIIms nl~l!/I dt"$igm't' to 1J11tIrll>$,."\tile

utJt!tl$ (~tbt~Il{~t1(;ilJrft'"
romprf'II(~II$iu(~lj/'"

...
recon$~ructingvillages, houses and infrastructure. It realizes the need for social
and community development to prepare people psychologicallyand restore setfconfidence.

Story of Human Resilience and Endeavour

The program has been designed as a comprehensive 1llulticc~$rctQ~:R~?gram,
aimed at. rehabilitation of the people affected by the ~adh~u~te', tQr'0ugh
provision of housing, social amenities, infrastructure; prepare th~p~~:ple t6 face
disasters through
community
participation and multi hazard
preparedness programs; human
resource
development;
and
livelihood support, based on
sustainable
, economy
. ecology;
The
program.
emphasizes on the empowering
process
through
continuous
consultations
with
community. The GoG resolved
to
lead' the
program
of.
rebuilding and regeneration, which would enable peopt~· to
transcend this great tragedy in to an opportunity for improverrrent ..
Broad Objectives

;'11

)0-

Build and repair houses and build, repair and retrofit publ!f buildings

)0-

througl).application of multi -hazard
resistant technology'.
, J.«
Revive the local economy by providing assistance for agficuHur~,indtl.stries,

small business, and handicrafts, and .regenerat,e liveliho?<1' f8~,th;t!;·I7~9ple.
~ Rebuild' and upgrade community ;:and social infrastT~ctu:.~1 . ~prove
education and h~alth system, and strengthen socialpro!ectipn ~easuies for
weaker sections.
~ Provide Illedicalsupport

to tll"e injured aIi.£;1..provigepsy~b:olog~~alcg\}nseling

for the people traumatized by the even:.
<
..'
7:' ~" . . ""
~ Restore transport networks and power and water supplY;~l.frast1;'ucture and
J

)0-

.

reduce their vulnerability' to natural disasrejs.
Support gendetj~mpowe~ment
throughjnvolvemep,t
qt;w6:~nen
"'___
_.:'_".".:,_,
,,_,...., ..",_;,.
,
·'>:'i', ',:,":.,;,:'
':",'},:"

al1~stages

in the program Implementatiqn.
s
"
;;
~ Provide support.for the children affeGted by the .earthqiiakie}•.andf alleviate
sociar'depriVation through anmtegtated

n~triti~n a~sI ~;~pca;tiol1y%trat;~?y.

~ Implenient~, cowprehensive dis~~Cer~an'tge~eI}t p!?~~m{.improving
the
disaster prepatedness' and e:fi1erge~cy~esponse·caPCldty:qflh2govetnment
to
deal with different types of disasters ..
~ Reduce vulnerability through long-term mitigation programs RI1d i1.pprove
people's resilience and food securityAhrough diversification of sources of
income-generation

and asset building.

Gujarat State l1isasterManagement Authority

The mandat?"df,theprogram

goes-beyond the.immedlate Pt~ottti~s:bfeaith9uake

reconstructicn/ and pursues broader social and economici~S:'4;~s:J.t'npfugirtg'c>n
the household- and community-level development and
~~j~€l~~hf,'~"U1he
~-.,:,

.....' ,.,'

., ,j

program has strived to apply following principles in its impl~:
);;>

Involved people and representative institutions in the 'decisibff-n:iakittg
process, ,and reflects their priorities and aspirations in program delivetables.
~i.l society, j~~~itHtiops, ,like NGOs,};~~q~;tm~ty~hased
womeni~" gi;Pt1P~'through buildU{gcjfup~;tn~rship~f~d
impl~mentatIbh process'.'
.....
, ":',, ' .
,.,." ,~
tion of private sector, NGOs and expert institutions in
ownership and knowledge base of the pr<?~ilm .
.of equity and empowerment, and ensured that the voices
, oor are always heard.
and stakeholders to make informed choices'regarding
dissemination of knowledge on seismic resistant technology,
and construction practices.
U'UV.C:'U structural
and non-structural rehabilitation measures, feasible and
1J;""",av;;LC:Ii.'}I)"L~;:J,.)O;,'c:
u with the culture, climate and life-style'~if~cmununiti~t
c;u.;l,C:U.I)~tI'),':,1.I,!;::L)l levels of transparency and accountabil,~1Y.'in the pfbgram
through appropriate institutional mechaJ;li.sm,~and-practices .

. rehabilitation and reconstruction pro.gram comprises of
ts, based on an objective assessment of rehabilitation
I

temporary. shelters, repairs, strengthening

and

material banks
.t supply, work shedsI19.0]J<its, tevolvi;ng
.

"-/<

.-N;"

bridges, culverts, water supply,
power and irrigation struqttlr'es
.....
Hospitals, d~~perlsaries~i;healt~
. marginal gt9ups, educational
.hazard ,
prevention,

mitigation
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Looking at the massive rehabilitation and reconstructiP!\', task .lying ahead,
Government of Gujarat (GOG) established GSDMA on February 8, 2001, (within
13 days of earthquake) as a nodal agency to co-ordinate the comprehensive
earthquake reconstruction and rehabilitation program. Irmnediately after its
formation, due to the need for an independent and dedicat~.~a.uthority, GSDMA
was registered under the Societies Registration Act, 1866 and Bombay Public
Trust Act, 1950 on 27th February 2001;.as a non-profit. making, charitable
institution for the interest of the people <;£Gujarat,withit$,jl;ltisdiction over the
entire state. -

~Holistic
comprehensive

Salient Features
of
backdrop
-the
earthquake, Government of
Gujarat
formulated
a
comprehensive policy for
earthquake
rehabilitation
and reconstruction aiming
at erasing the sense of

In

disempowerment among the

[OJ

GSDMA

physical, economic and social reconstruction

~ Participative
Citizens particiPation, public privatE partnership
~ Mulli-<lli;aster approach

Earthquake, cyclone, flood, cllcmical hazard etc
~ StlStainable
Capacity building, training and awareness creation
) Transparent
Accountability, Grievance redressal
) Vision
Reduction, Response, Readiness and Recovery

Gujarat State Disaster Management Authority
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affected people, making communities resilient to such future events, and
building long-term preparedness in the State.
~ The Cujarat Emergency Earthquake Reconstruction Project (GEERP)had been
conceived as a comprehensive multi-sector program, for the rehabilitation of
earthquake-affected people through provision of housing, social amenities,
infrastructure, and' livelihood support, and based on sustainable economy
and ecology.
~ The mandate of the program goes beyond the immediate priorities of,
reconstruction, and pursues broader social and economic issues impinging on
the household- and community-level development and empowerment.

As a part of earthquake reconstruction & rehabilitation program, largest ~d one
of its kind housing reconstruction program has been successfully implemented
under which 9,08,732 houses have been
repaired and 1,98,445 houses have been
reconstructed.
Under
physical
infrastructure 44,245 damaged classrooms
have been repaired and 12,750 class
rooms have been reconstructed. Nearly
8~998public buildings have been repaired
and 2,968 reconstructed. Over 3,590
health buildings have been repaired and
509 reconstructed. 2,975 km of pipelines
have been laid in urban and rural water
supply schemes and 6,700 km of
transmission and distribution lines in
power sector have been strengthened.
Over 3,982 km of state .and rural roads
have been strengthened and all the 179,
damaged bridges have been restored.
Nearly 115 dams have been strengthened in Kutch and Saurashtra region. Four
towns of Kutch are being rebuilt as model towns with modern and state of the
art urban infrastructure facilities. Over 92,000 beneficiaries have been assisted
under various scheines implemented under the livelihood restoration program
covering 2,00,000 families.

101
GSDMA

Gujarat State Disaster Management Authority
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The Government's housing recovery
policy calls for a participatory,
. community driven process, with
communities
and
individual
households ~ebuilding on a self-help
basis, with technical support and
facilitation from Government, private
sector, NGOs, local government and
the Panchayat system. Prior to the
earthquake there was a little knowledge among the community regarding multihazard resistant construction. The program was therefore designed not only to
build individual houses but also'build the capacity of the community in terms of
multi-hazard resistant construction. The government specially recruited 1,500
engineers to provide technical guidance and came out with multi-hazard
resistant guidelines for construction of houses. Low cost material was made.
available across the affected districts to help the beneficiaries construct their
houses. Over 26,000 masons and 6,500 engineers were trained for multi-hazard
resistant construction across the state. Damaged houses were categorized under
five cab2gories.Houses underG1 to G4 categories were to be repaired and under
G5 category to be reconstructed.

......-..

Damaged/ Destroyed Houses

',

~,i: " \'
r- ~,...
;:,.';,.':,{"

Out of 11,35,260houses; 9,08,732houses have been repaired and 1,98,445have
been rec.onstructed.
community-Driven

Housing Recovery

Government has extended to the earthquakeaffected communities a range of choice from
complete and partial relocation to in-situ
reconstruction. Communities have exercised

ToJ"
GSDMA

Gujarat State Disaster Management Authority
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their option through a participatory process of decision-making. Selection of new
village sites was made with the involvement of village level committee or Gram
Sabha of the village and the NGO I Agency involved. In view of het~rogeneity
and a large geographical spread of settlements in the earthquake-affected region,
it w as decided to decentralize the housing reconstruction process through
delegation of technical and financial powers to the district administration and
Area Development Authorities constituted for urban centers. The program has
been a community-based, owner-driven program, with technical assistance from
engineers provided by the government, building centers, NGOs, etc.

Housing Recovery
~ Rubble Removal: Removal of rubble is necessary before the process of
reconstruction begins. In all, 109.09lakh MT rubble was removed to pave the
way for housing reconstruction. To take into account the envirorunental
aspects, proper utilization of rubble was undertaken by recycling it in noncritical applications, which reduced the construction costs.
~ Temporary Shelters: Government facilitated the construction / availability of
temporary shelters to 3,48,626families in both urban and rural areas .
.~ Reconstruction of collapsed and demolished houses: Government has
supported reconstruction of all collapsed or demolished houses. While home
,
owners remain the primary drivers of the reconstruction process, the actual
reconstruction of houses was done through the partnership of NGOs, local
artisans and homeowners, small contractors, or co-operatives. The
government's assistance was able to meet the need for house reconstruction
for people below poverty line and low-income groups. Beneficiaries were free
to choose to increase their living space, in addition to their entitlement.
~ Repair of damaged houses: Goverrunent has supported repair of all
damaged houses. Homeowners chose to repair and strengthen the house
themselves or entered into an agreement with the NGOs or small contractors.
On behalf of the homeowners or community, the Government releases
assistance to the contracting party.
Assistance for Housing
In accordance with the strategy outlined above, the Government announced five
special packages of assistance for reconstruction, retrofitting, and repairs. The
first set of housing assistance package were announced within a fortnight of
earthquake. These packages together address the needs of reconstruction and
repairs for different kinds of structures in the entire earthquake-affected area.
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Package 1 addresses the reconstruction and rehabilitation of villages in zone IV
and V where more than 70 per cent Gt the tructures have collapsed. The
assistance covers the cost of construction of houses at the rate of Rs.2,400 per
sq.mt. Package 2 is for villages in seismic zones IV and V, which have opted for
in-situ reconstruction. The assistance covers Rs.40,OOOper unit for completely
destroyed hut to the BPL(BelowPoverty Line) family and for completely destroyed
house built up area up to 25 sq m (up to Rs.50,OOO),up to 35 sq m (up to
Rs.70,OOO)and up to 45 sq m (up to Rs.90,OOO).Package 3 is for the villages
situated in areas other than Zone IV and V, where individual huts/houses have
been destroyed or partially damaged. The financial assistance covered Rs.7,OOO
for completely destroyed hut and Rs.2,OOOfor partially damaged hut. The
assistance also covers destroyed/ partially -damaged houses. The assistance
covers up to Rs.2,OOO(if there are cracks of at least 1/2 inch width), up to
Rs.5,OOO(forrepair of damage up to 10%), up to Rs.10,OOO(forrepair of damage
up to 25%), up to Rs.20,OOO(for
repair of damage up to 50%), and up to Rs.40,OOO
for completely damaged kachcha/pucca houses. Package 4-A relates to the RCC
(Reinforced Cement Concrete) frame structure. (low rise & high rise) in urban
areas, which include Municipal Corporation, Urban Development Authority
areas, and other municipalities, in the state (excluding Bhuj, Bhachau, Rapar and
Anjar in the Kutch District). In the package assistance at the rate of Rs.3,500 per
sq.mt up to 50sqmt is paid. Total assistance up to Rs.l,75,OOOis paid in the case.
However, in the Restricted Category, the extent of individual assistance will be limited
to 40 Sq. Mts. only, at the rate of Rs. 3500/- per Sq. Mt, subject to a maximum of Rs.
1,40,000. A plot of maximum 50 sq. Mtr. area will be provided by the Government at the
designated location. Package 4 -B relates to the Load Bearing Structures in
Corporation areas, Urban Development Authority areas, and municipalities in
the state (except Bhuj. Bhachau, Rapar and Anjar in the Kutch District). In this
case assistance is at the rate of Rs.2,800 per sq.mt up to 50sqmt is paid which is
up t~ Rs.l,40,OOOfor collapsed huts, the assistance is up to a maximum of
Rs.2,OOO
However, in the RestrictedCategory,the extent of individual assistancewill be
limited to 40 Sq.Mts. only, at the rate of Rs. 2800/- per Sq.Mt. subject to a maximum of
Rs. 1,12,000/-. Provided further total assistance shall in no case exceed 60% of the
damage caused to the property. Package 5
relates to rehabilitation in the four worst
affected municipal towns of Bhuj. Anjar.
Bhachau and Rapar in the district of
Kutch .with a stress on urban town
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needs of reconstruction and repairs for different kinds of structures in the entire
earthquake-affected area. The guiding principle behind these packages of
assistance is the minimum shelter for all the affected households and equity in
the distribution of assistance. Secondly, the foremost priority of the program is to
provide houses for living. In those cases, where the residential building was used
for non-residential purpose, no assistance was given to the owner / occupier of
such house. The government envisaged that the individual grant for
reconstruction is by way of assistance, and not compensation. Government
facilitated beneficiaries by assisting them in getting loans at concessional rates to
avail.loan from the banks (National Housing Bank) or other financial institutions.
T-ransparelJ.cy in financial assistance
The financial assistance is disbursed directly to the beneficiary's bank account.
Government of Gujarat has opened 6,60,000bank accounts after the earthquake.
Private-Public Partnership
The Government actively sought
the participation of the private
sector
in
the
reconstruction
program by institutionalizing the
Private-Public Partnership on a
50:50 cost sharing basis. It brought
resources and expertise from .
diverse
civil society groups,
expanded stake holding in' the
program.rand encouraged community participation. It also ensured a better twoway information flow between the government 'and civil society about the
implementation and impact of the program. Through the program 80
NGOs/Corporate bodies/other state governments have fully relocated 24
villages and 37 villages were partially relocated.
The government decided that
along with the houses, minimum
infrastructure facilities comprising
of Primary School (3 rooms),
Panchayat Ghar including Talati
Quarters, water storage, stand post
and other ancillaries, Balmandir /
Aanganwadi, Roads (inside and
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-------------------------------------------------------------approach), electricity supplies, leveling and filling of the new site, etc should be
provided in-a village adopted under the PPPP. The facilities available in the old
village were recreated at the new site. If the village was rehabilitated in-situ,
these facilities were repaired / retrofitted / reconstructed, as per the existing
physical state of these facilities.
The government evolved a detailed procedure and guidelines to scrutinize
proposals received for the Private-Public partnership before entering into a final
agreement at the Taluka / District level. The Government had appointed a State
Advisory Committee, consistin'g of eminent members, to advice on strengthening
the Private-Public partnership. Under this program 41,902 houses have been
constructed in partnership with the NGOs.
Material Banks

,,

)

Total 1,082 material banks were set up with the help of co-operatives and NGOs
to enable the beneficiaries to get cement and steel at affordable prices. Under this
arrangement, the government procured building materials at reduced price by
directly negotiating with the manufacturers, and provided exemption on sales
tax. Nearly21.91akh cement bags were distributed through material banks in the
affected areas.
Protecting Women's Rights

Women's. rights and entitlement have been protected by registering the house in
the JOIntnames of the husb~d and wife. Housing entitlements were passed on •
to widows rather than any other male member of the family.
Third party quality audit
National Council for Cement and Building Materials (NCCBM) is being engaged ..~
to conduct independent quality audit of all reconstructed houses and issue
certificates based on which, financial assistance is being disbursed to the ,¥

l

beneficiary. So far NCCBM has inspected 2,74,599houses.

.'~

Insurance
All reconstructed houses have been insured against 14 kinds of perils. Thet
premmm of. Rs.367 IS. deducted from
the third mstallment and paid to the,
.
.
insurance companies. In retu~Ilins1irance compaI1iesprovided beneficiaries
:'
.~
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URBAN REC.QNSJRUCTION

In Kutch, four towns-Bhuj, Bhachau, Anjar, and Rapar, suffered large-scale
devastation and were reduced to piles of concrete and rubble. Under Urban
Reconstruction program, packages were formulated which aimed at total
teconstruction with features such as decongesting the city, developing a better
urban landscape, providing modern infrastructure facilities for water supply, '
internal roads, lighting, public buildings and sewerage systems.

Urball Town Planning - Before & After

Systematic planning approach was adopted by the Qwernment before starting
the urban reconstruction program. For the four towns of Bhuj. Bhachau, Rapar
and Anjar, 19 studies and analysis were done involving specialized institutions.
Studies on geology, geomorphology, seismicity, aquifer mapping, digital terrain
modeling, base map preparation, contour mapping etc. were carried out for
scientific planning. Consultations were sought from experts across the industry
as well as inputs were solicited from general public through 180 public
consultation camps.
Development plans were prepared for these four towns in record time of seven
months with 50 years'. perspective and 13 town planning schemes were
implemented keeping 20 vears-of growth projection without any public litigation
which is a record in itself. The urban reconstruction in Kutch is now being looked
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upon as a model for other reconstruction projects, in particular reconstruction
projects in Jammu & Kashmir and Pakistan.
So far, out of 696km of water supply pipeline and 364km of sewerage pipeline to
be laid, 91% of the water supply pipe lines and 89% of the sewerage pipelines
have been already laid. In the urban areas 324km out of 346km have been
.completed and 154 new municipal buildings have been constructed after the
earthquake.
Congested 'inner towns have been redeveloped, and the residents have been
given the option of relocation. Seven relocation sites were developed with 5,000
plots. In many places the beneficiaries were offered new plots of a larger area.'
Whereas, the urban infrastructure has been expanded and upgraded.
Hazard-Resistant

Construction Technology

As Gujarat is vulnerable to earthquakes and cyclones, it was decided to .
reconstruct all the houses, public buildings, and related structures with seismicand cyclone-resistant technology.

of
restoration
and
Revival
livelihoods is one of the most
important
objectives
of
the
earthquake rehabilitation program.
Gujarat has implemented a number
of economic schemes and benefit
packages to help the self-employeq.,
artisans and entrepreneurs. These
programs are aimed to extend
short-term
and
long-term
assistance to those sectors, which are vital to the economic development of
Kutch. Similarly, the packages meant for farmers were announced to help the
farmer resume their agricultural operations immediately. Special support
packages comprising -training and technology transfer were developed for
ceramic units. Government also sought active participation of commercial
and microfinance institutions in.the rehabilitation program. Micro-credit
, women's groups to organize economic activities and diversify their income.
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Loan subsidy
Toolkits to artisans
Toolkits to handicraftartisans

14,245

Toolkitsto masons
Loomsto handloom artisans

27,000

Working capitalassistancefor

18,309
12,652
3,419
2,500

The Government of Gujarat
evolved
a
three-pronged
approach
for
sustainable
livelihood:
» Immediate restoration of
livelihood through provision
of toolkits
» Enhancing the skills of
artisans through trainings
» Empowering the artisans to
market their skills through
appropriate market linkage

Under .tb~"Ea;h1quake Reconstruction Program, the Government of Gujarat
implemented art ambitious .Jnfrastructure rehabilitation and improvement
program. Repair and reconstruction of damaged / destroyed infrastructure was
undertaken along with retrofitting of undamaged, buildings as long term
mitigation ~easures. Also new infrastructure development initiatives were taken
up as a part of this program to improve infrastructure beyond the preearthquake level and to reduce their susceptibility to future disasters. It involved
application of disaster-resistant technology in repairs, strengthening and
reconstruction.i'with a view to build greater resilience and redundancy in the
system.
Dams and Irrigation
The Government of Gujarat constituted
two
Dam
Safety Review
Panels
comprising -independent national and
international experts, one each for Kutch
and Saurashtra region. These panels
suggest rectification measures for repairs
and strengthening of dam embankments.
As a long-term strategy, soil samples were
taken and tested to determine the relevant
soil parameters to adopt particular reconstruction and strengthening method of
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dams to make them seismically safer. 245 dams damaged in the earthquake were
restored immediately due to the approaching monsoon in 2001. So far out 222
(185 in Kutch and 37 in Saurashtra) requiring long term restoration, 115 have
been strengthened till date. The strengthening work is being carried out as per
the latest IS codes and will enable the dams to resist future hazards. All designs
were prepared by Central Design Organization of the state government as per
the recommendations of the panel of experts. A quality consultant is being
appointed for quality control and implementation progress monitoring.
Roads and Bridges
.A short-term program of repair and
strengthening of road infrastructure
was planned for implementation. The
first phase focused on the emergency
reha~ilitation of roads with particular
emphasis on bridges and other
structures while the second p~ase
focused on the rehabilitation and
reconstruction
of
roads
and
structures. The objective was to
restore the roads and bridges to their pre-earthquake condition and strengthen
them to withstand increased load due to heavy traffic engaged in relief and
reconstruction work. The heavily damaged Surajbari Bridge connecting Kutch
with the rest of the state was repaired and reopened in six days. In the first phase
the reconstruction work was completed in 185km of state highways.
While in the second phase, out of 815.83 km of state highways, 636.02 km is
strengthened till date. Also through the program, all'3,355 km of rural roads
have been strengthened and 178 bridges and associated structures have been
restored. All restoration work done for strengthening road and bridges considers
increased traffic due to heavy reconstruction work. Quality assurance
consultants have been appointed for monitoring the implantation of
environmental mitigation measures.
Power

.
.

-\

.

In the short term, the Government focused on the repfiir 'a~1dreconstruction of
substations and accommodation of operating staff...Th~repair and reconstruction
was carried out through the application ~f .disaster-resistant technology. In. the
medium term, the Government replaced equipment, transmission lines
transformers to ensure reliable functioning of the power transmission
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distribution systems, and to improve systems efficiency. There was a massive
task for strengthening of over 8,900 km of transmission and distribution lines
and repair and replacement of over 2.25 lakh transmission and distribution
, equipment. Till date over 4,500 km of transmission and distribution lines have
been strengthened and over 1.751akh equipment repaired and duely installed.
Public Buildings
The
Government
has
reconstructed,
repaired and retrofitted large number of
damaged public buildings, which includes
buildings for general administration, police
and panchayat offices. All buildings have
been reconstructed and retrofitted with the
application, of disaster-resistant technology,
improving
their
performance
against
cyclones and earthquakes.
The program also includes number of buildings that are classified as heritage
structures. The retrofitting of heritage buildings is being undertaken through
special conservation measures. Repairs of all 8,999 damaged public buildings
have been completed and reconstruction of over 2,700 out of 3,300 destroyed
public buildings has been completed.
For the first time in the country retrofitting of undamaged buildings have been
taken up as a part of earthquake reconstruction program. Over 4,500 undamaged
public buildings are being retrofitted in vulnerable areas.
Water Supply
The Government planned a range of medium term
measures aimed at ensuring bulk water supply to
several towns and. bulk supply as well as internal
distribution in all the affected villages.
This involved repairing and replacing damaged
properties to achieve functional equivalence of the
destroyed capital assets (tube wells and pumps,
pipeline repairs) and, in some cases, their upgradation to mitigate higher risks. In order to provide
safe drinking water to the drought prone Kutch
district, new water supply pipelines have been laid
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and today people in Kutch are getting water of Narmada river directly in to their
homes. The internal water supplies in villages have been restored and people are
now getting filtered drinking water.
Under the program, the water supply schemes are covering nine towns and 835
villages. 20 bulk and regional water supply schemes have been implemented
with hazard resistant technology and 222 deep tube wells have been drilled. So .
far 2,969kms of water supply pipelines have been laid and 548 civil structures
have been constructed. The water supply schemes have designed with a demand
projection for 20 years.

The Government of Gujarat implemented a number of programs for rebuilding
social and community services and regenerating social capital in the earthquakeaffected areas. These services were very badly hit by the earthquake, and a
complete restoration of these services was critical for developing a sense of wellbeing among the communities. The program used this opportunity of
rec0l!struction to upgrade these social services in the sector of health, education
and women development. The provision of better social support and protection
through schemes in health, education and other social services, with a special
focus on women, had an empowering impact on the people in course of
rebuilding their lives.
Health
Immediate restoration of basic health care
services had become the most important
priority in the context of large-scale injuries
and disability, caused by the earthquake. A
large number of people needed medical
assistance on a continuous basis. However, most of the health infrastructure in Kutch and
other worst-affected districts had been badly
affected. Immediately after the earthquake,
many .of these services had started in 4,134
temporary and semi-permanent structures.
The government also constructed prefabricated wards and units for Primary and
Gujarat State Disaster Management Authority
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Community Health Centers. Government prevented any epidemic outbreak in
the affected areas. More than 17,000 orthopedic operations were performed and
1,67,000 injured were treated immediately. The government also organized
training, programs for doctors and para-medical personnel in orthopedic
rehabilitation, prosthetics and physiotherapy, and emergency medicine. For
psychological healing and support, counseling sessions through trained staff and
volunteersjwere organized in consultation with the experts. The program sought
the participation of specialized institutionsin mental health and the NGOs for
services in !psychological counseling.
Government sought public private partnership for repair and reconstruction of
health infrastructure in the affected areas. All health sector buildings including
hospitals haveb een reconstructed through application of earthquake- and
cyclone ...resistanttechnology, with more capacity and modern equipment. 50 far
repair of i,225 Anganwadis and reconstruction of 430 health buildings have
been completed. Civil Hospital at Bhuj had completely collapsed and was
reconstruc~ed by PMO at the cost of Rs.100 crore with state-of-the-art 'Base
Isolation Technology'.
Education
The earthquake affected more than 50,000 classrooms but Government did not
}

_'-

allow loss ,of an academic year.
Resumption
of
educational
institutions in the earthquakeaffected areas had helped the'
process of bringing normalcy,
both for; the parents and
children. The communities were
strongly interested in sending
their children to attend schools
at the earliest. During relief
.---.".,...,,=
phase, G5DMA worked on
and
tents
of
distribution
which
structures
temporary
were used as make shift

'I

I

I

arrangement for school rooms.
There was also a perceived need,
for counseling
services for
affected students and teachers. ~~.;..;.
In order to involve communities in the reconstruction program the repair of
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school rooms was entrusted to village civil works committees and by their active
involvement 42,678 damaged school rooms were repaired in record time. While
these short-term measures were being, taken, the Government in collaboration
with the NGOs (public private partnership) had planned a large-scale repair I
and reconstruction program for schools.
All the school rooms have been designed with multi-hazard resistant features.
Innovative feature such as ramps has been provided in all the schools, health
centers and Aanganwadis (community place for catering to health and nutritional
needs of mothers and children under Integrated Child Development Scheme of
Government of India) considering the requirement of handicapped children ..
So far apart from reconstruction of
8,812
destroyed
classrooms,
Government has also constructed
3,938 additional new classrooms in
the affected areas. The concept of
ward
civil works
committees
introduced
for
repair
of
urban/ municipal school rooms. The
school
rooms
have
been
resistant technologies. Bhuj Engineering College
which was destroyed during the earthquake is being reconstructed. Several other
engineering colleges and Government Polytechnics are also being repaired I
reconstructed.
The technical institutions are constructed as centers of convergence with features
like desalination plant for drinking water, rain water harvesting,
conventional energy sources for conservation of energy and internal fiber-optics
capable for communication and latest equipments.

socrxt,
Orphans,

.~EHABILITA.TJON

-,~

widows, old persons and physically

disadvantaged were the most vulnerable group. The
Government had a special responsibility to provide
support for' the rehabilitation of these groups
through special programs and interventions.
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Without proper rehabilitation of orphans, widows, aged and handicapped any
, recovery program would be incomplete. Government of Gujarat has done
everything to rehabilitate the orphans, widows, aged and handic~pped by
declaring financial assistance, death compensation, residential facilities,
provision for education and skill up-gradation, medical aid, therapy and
counselling.
Governn:i~nt of qujarat recognized the need for a comprehensive rehabilitation
policy, to address the needs of the vulnerable section of the affected population
and thus not only provided financial and material assistance but also
psychC)lo&ic:~l
and moral support
The foster parent scheme ensured that orphans are brought up by their relatives
so that th~y,i3.renot uprooted from their social and cultural background. Pension
is. provided fot'the aged and widows in addition to the death compensation
given to them for their deceased family members. The physically handicapped
are not only provided with material and emotional assistance but also training
for skill up-gradation, so that they can work and earn despite their limitations.
The social rehabilitation efforts of the government have brought meaning to the
lives of many- As an orphan puts it, it is good to be alive."
/I

Under this program, compensation was paid to 1,758 orphan children on death
of either. or both parents. 91 children have been provided with monthly
assistance of Rs.500 under foster parent scheme. A surveillance mechanism has
been established with the help of NGOs to keep regular track of well being of
orphans. 1fhree Bal-Kutirs .and three Balika-Kutirs have been established for
orphans and single parent children. 999 widows and 651 old persons have been
covered under monthly pension schemes. Three old age homes are functional in
Bhuj, Bhachau and Anjar. Disability card has been issued to 830 disabled persons
which entitles them to avail various concessions and facilities. 3,017 supportive
devices provided' to disabled people. Service cum training centres have been
opened for destitute women in earthquake affected a!eas.
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important
Empowerment:
An
Women
segment of the rehabilitation program
consisted of programs aimed at women's
empowerment through training, education
and income-generation. The Government
supported a large number of training
programs for women. Provision of toolkits to
these wo~en through various economic
packages added synergy to these programs. A
large number of social and economic activities
were ~organized through women's self-help
groups. The program promoted formation of a
large number of self-help groups in the
earthquake-affected area, and their linkage
with savings and credit mechanisms.
The Rashtriya Mahila Kosh, commercial banks, and microfinance institutions
provided financial support to these groups, and organized supportive services
for their economic programs. In the earthquake-affected area, a wide range of
services and skills were required. Extensive training programs through social
work institutions, NGOs and trade schools provided sustenance to a large
number of women in the area, in addition to providing vital social services in the
context of rehabilitation. A social impact assessment is also being conducted at
different sages of earthquake rehabilitation. The findings of the intermediate
assessments have guided the social development policies continuously. Under
the women's livelihood restoration program, over 14,000 women were covered
through various projects. If at one end there is a conventional source of
handicrafts then at other end there are new ventures like growing aloe vera or
making fuel out of gando baval. Four of the projects have been especially taken
with objective of spreading the movement of co-operatives and best practices in
milk sector to Surendranagar and Jamnagar districts of Saurashtra. Apart fr
the projects to be implemented by NGOs, a special scheme for providing self
employment activities has been designed wherein; women will be assisted as
their requirement of working capital assistance, revolving fund or
entrepreneurial skills.
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Community

participation in the

rehabilitation

program

IS.

an

empo~e,r~Dg'!" ::;:pr9~~~s~: which
enables the: 'communities to take
decisions and implement the
reconstruction and rehabilitation
.
progr~:trt ~ ::,(lcGordancewith its"
priority and choice. The need for
..
community
participation
also
arises from the concern of equity
and accountability. It enables socially and economically weaker sections to claim
their entitlements in the program. It also makes implementing agencies more
accountable for the quality of the implementation. In the process of consulting all
the sections of community, a consensus developed on the main issues and
priorities of rehabilitation program, such as reconstruction techniques,
organization of plots, building materials, artisans and masons, and civic
infrastructure. It generated a strong sense of ownership of recreated assets, and
satisfaction over their collective accomplishments. The government recognized
the strengths of an institutionalized mechanism of community participation, and
considered it the most cost effective method of implementing the rehabilitation
"

plan.
Objectives
~ The implementing agencies must ensure participatory processes in their
strategic planning, policy formulation, and project implementation in respect
of housing, social and economic rehabilitation;
~ All the members of the community get full opportunity to participate in the
consultative process at the level of community or village and their proposals
and plans for housing, social and economic rehabilitation must be reflected
in the village rehabilitation plan;
~ All the villages and communities to develop their own rehabilitation plan,
based on their needs and entitlements, and ensure that such a plan is
appropriate for the local conditions and life-style;
~ Communities must get opportunities to interact with all the government and
non - Government agencies, and implement the reconstruction program with
the best professional skills and knowledge;
~ The communities

must

ensure

the quality

of social and

economic

re~abilitation planned for their village / community; and
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~ The level and quality of community participation in the entire project area is
uniformly high.
Mechanisms of Community Participation
The Government of Gujarat
constituted a three-tier structure
for
facilitating
community ,
participation at different levels of .
implementation. These structures
are: Gram Navrachna Samiti at
the village level, District Advisory
Committee at the district level,
and State Advisory Committee at
the state level.
Gram Navrachna Samiti (GNS) were made responsible for the overall
supervision of the reconstruction program in the village. The GNS would also
ensure representation of all the segments.of village community in the finalization.
of design, building materials and construction technology. The GNS is guided by
the Gram Sabha, a plenary meeting of all the villagers.
District Advisory Committee coordinated the Public Private Partnership
program, addressing all the problems and constraints in the implementation," to
ensure that the norms laid down for reconstruction are being observed.
State Advisory Committee which has distinguished members from different
fields, advised the Government of Gujarat on all the issues of reconstruction and
rehabilitation policy and implementation. The Chief Executive Officer, GSDMA'
is the convener of this Advisory Committee.
Disaster Management has been included as a permanent agenda in the
Sabha thus building capacity at community level.
In all the four towns of Kutch, Area Development Authorities (ADAs) have
constituted to implement the reconstruction program. The ADAs
participatory approach to urban reconstruction through formal
consultations -and participation of private sector and NGOs. The ADAs
hold public consultations at regular intervals and ensured that the ....~.~L"J.v.
making process is characterized by substantial community participation.
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Disaster Management Capacity Building (DMCB)is a crucial component of the
program. The principal objective of this component is to reduce the risk of future
natural hazards and increase the preparedness of the state against natural and
other disasters, so as to reduce the vulnerability of its population and economy,
as well as to minimize life and property loss. The component deals with the main
facets of disaster management, including both pre-disaster and post-disaster
activities like
);> Emergency management, including pre-disaster preparedness and post);>

);>

disaster response;
Hazard mitigation, comprising both structural (e.g., retrofitting of buildings)
I
and .non-structural measures (such as creating the relevant techno-legal
regulatory regime; development of studies necessary to support decision
making, for example hazard and vulnerability assessment) and risk transfer;
and
Disaster management capacity building through education, information
sharipg, hazard -related research and training.

In ord~L to speed up the
recovery. the
government
could have easily contracted
out the"housing program. But
this would have resulted in
stereotyped
houses
.iot
catering' to individual heeds
and aspira~ions of people. It
would : ha~e' not led to
awareness creation, education
and capacity building of the
communities. It would not have led to the creation of thousands of masons and
engineers trained in multi -hazard resistant construction and retrofitting.
Government opted. the hard way in the long-term interest of the state and the
commmpity by opting the owner driven reconstruction program which resulted
in capa,citybuilding of the community. The achievement of the program can be
gauged by the fact that the beneficiaries are now aware about the technical
aspects of the housing reconstruction. Today, if someone strolls in the remotest
areas of rural Kutch and talks to anyone, be it an old lady, a school boy or an
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-----.----------------------------------.------~--'----------------illiterate, one can learn more about multi-hazard reconstruction and retrofitting
than what one would learn in a university or a college, Words like plinth band,
lintel band, gable band and retrofitting have become the buzzwords with people
,
in the earthquake affected areas. Government has been able to convert housing
reconstruction in the affected areas into a participatory long' term disaster
preparedness program against earthquake and cyclone by adopting owner
driven reconstruction strategy and assisting owners financially, technically and
by providing materials.

Techno -Legal Measures
Formulating Disaster Management Policy
Gujarat state is prone to disasters such as earthquakes, cyclones, floods, drought,
etc. These disasters have over the years caused extensive damage to life and
property, in turn adversely impacting the economic development. To deal with
this, it was felt that a proactive, comprehensive, and sustained approach to
disaster management is the nee'd of the hour. As a result, GSDMA formulated a
'Disaster Management Policy' for the state of Gujarat in the month of September
2002.This policy was approved by the Cabinet of Gujarat and is already in force.
The policy provides a specific policy backup to the disaster management efforts
in the State. The main objectives of the policy are:
);>
);>

);>

To develop appropriate disaster prevention and mitigation strategies
To provide clarity on the roles and responsibilities of all stakeholders
concerned with disaster management so that disasters can be managed more
effectively
To ensure that arrangements are in place to mobilize the resources for relief,
rehabilitation, reconstruction and recovery from disasters

Enactment of Disaster Management Act
'Gujarat State Disaster Management Bill' was passed in the State Assembly
March 28, 2003 and the Act has come into force from May 13,2003. Gujarat is
first state in India to have enacted an Act to provide legal and regula
framework for disaster management. The purpose of this Act is to provide
effective management of disasters, for mitigation of effects of disasters,
administering emergency relief during and after occurrence of disasters and
implementing, monitoring and coordinating measures for reconstr.uction
rehabilitation in the aftermath of disasters.' The Act emphasises on moving
reli~f to all phases of disaster management i.e. mitigation, relief,
Gujarat State Disaster Management Authority
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.",also clarifies the roles of principal entities in disaster

the existing General Development Control
was amended to include mandatory provisions of
.'Standards (BIS)codes for seismic, wind and fire safety.
t state in the country to initiate a study on revision of
and suggest recommendations / modifications specific to the
the state based on its hazard assessment. In addition,
cormnentaries on building codes have also been prepared
experts from lIT-Kanpur.
~
experts was formed by the Ministry of Home Affairs to
suggesf"
for Town and County Planning Acts, Land Use Zoning
Regu.lations and Building Regulations. The committee prepared model
buildii\.g.~yelaws and shared the same with the state Governments. Gujarat
Gover~~nt
'}las already constituted a committee to go through the
_.,.
recomII}effi~at,ions.
and give suggestions for modifying the existing building
(.

<:"

.-." ,

.

bye\i1w~.
Certificatidn

Masons and Licensing of Engineers - ._

It was found mit that many buildings collapsed in the earthquake because of
faulty stru~t1.iraldesign of buildings and poor masonry construction since there
was no sysierlt fo{ensuring that only the masons and engineers having necessary
competency' are involved in actual construction work. Hence, the goverruilent
has initiated a process to put a system in place for the licensing of engineers and
the certification of masons. The certification of the masons will be based on
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competency. Gujarat is the first state in the country b come out with such
certification programme. Competency based certification of masons, based on
written and practical tests, was launched in May 2003-and till date, ;lASmasons
have been certified.
For regulating the engineering profession in the state, a draft Bill has been
prepared and is likely to be approved by the state Legislative Assembly soon.
Syllabus Revision of Schools and Technical Institutions
It was realized that the training of practicing engineers alone will not suffice the
requirement on long-term basis and it is essential to impart necessary skills to the
.students of Polytechnics and Engineering Colleges who are studying Civil
Engineering. This is required to ensure sustainability, as it is not practically
possible to endlessly continue the training program in safe construction for
engineers, architects and designers. The government therefore revised the
syllabus of engineering and polytechnic colleges. Revised syllabus incorporates
the basks of seismic engineering as a part of the civil engineering course. All the
engineering and polytechnic colleges of the state have already adopted the
revised curriculum.
The syllabus of PTe (Primary training college) has been revised and a chapter on
Disaster Management has been incorporated in the First Year of the course from
the academic year 2004-05.The syllabus of eighth standard has also been revised
for incorporating general awareness on disaster management. One year diploma
courses on Disaster Management have been started by Anand, North Cujarat
and Bhavnagar Universities.
Amendment of State Relief Manual
State has a Relief Manual for undertaking relief measures in case of natural
disasters. However, the manual elaborates more on drought relief. A committee
.has been appointed to review this manual and to incorporate provisions for all
. types of disasters and to prepare state disaster manual.

Structural Measures
This includes physical activities such as construction of multi -hazard resistant
houses, establishment of response centers/control rooms, state of art
communication networks etc.

10]
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Of Gujarat Institute of Disaster Management

Establishment

(GIDM)

As e~v:i~~g~<i;~I})r~~e
Gujarat ,State Disaster Management Act, 2003, GSDMA, as
nodal ag~ri~y,fQ~~~isastermaragement in the State, has to establish an institute of
disa~te~,ma.l1a.g~~~ntin
theState. The instituteshall be first of its kind in India.
-".r' ""',,-:~.-t.':"" _,
'k"",

' "

"

'-0

Thi~: sh~U~~tal<~~:'9,f:,fe
of the training needs of all the stakeholders in disaster
manag~;~«rr~;;t%raining pr,,?grams will be designed and conducted to manage and
mitig9-}?ialFffi~~)of4i,sasters including fire and chemical accidents. The institute
will, alA,9 !?kliQyplved
in academic and applied research activities related to
',i:;o;t\:;:::~c,-::' ',~, .
disast~r:fti
~~M~ht.;As of now this institute has started functioning in the
prernsj~ey ',C>
JP Ac -' Alunedabad and regular training courses are being
conduci~,d;fQ:(
.~iQusstakeholders.
'.:."
f ';""'!:;"'::>;r;',:,c,):;.'/"
';"'_""
i~

T

(, '-,->"

"

:::',;~:_':r>:

Establis~~~fif(df1nstitute

of Seismological Research (ISR)

A m;jOrlj5BFH~.~;~~~Gujaratlies in high seismic zone V, IV and III and seismic

surveilhip

ir{f~~,t~ .egiori "is. required. Hence, Government of Cujarat is
establishirt
,.,stifute of Seismological Research (ISR) of international standard
in the st,at~;>tft
be involved in pure and applied research in the field of
seism616gy~';Th~(ihstitute will network with similar centers across the world for
research
sH~ti1Jlgof best practices.

wiiI

~~;a
?')

As part; ofi"
Seisrnol~ki ',!
state. Pro~c'
1,'j'-'"
',j

Settil1g

eittg~.S-;EE~P, GSDMA

is establishing a network of 22
, ~s:erxatqri~sand 40 Strong Motion Accelerographs across the
'< ';;jl;{:.f, tl:-~i~CIuiprpentsis being done by GERI - Vadodara.

ll:p:ef Ein~tg~llcy
'"», ;,':",O;:[':-;-i;';':",',

Response Centres (ERCs)

-':":" ..':~'

In orderto":hai~:;'spe~dY response in terms of post disaster search & rescue and

relief; it i~ l}eG~;J~ar~';16
have well equipped emergency response centers at least
one ill' ~<it~"i<.' "!i,t~ffLtgej~fa~~.Hence, the government is planning to establish
Regional ~E~~,~
'R7S~0I1S~,Centres (ERCs) at strategic locations in Gujarat.
These " El}~~,!;,:i;
••< •• ,~~: :di~e,~tly under the overall supervision of Revenue
Departm~rttjqtir§gtn~;,ti'mesqf
emergency and during normal times, ERCs will
be used &~r~~i.bri~r~traii1ihgc:ehtres,aspart of CIDM.

:~nc
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Setting up of Emergency Operation Centres (EOCs)
Currently, Gujarat has a well-equipped State Emergency Operations Centre
(EOC) and control rooms in all the 25 districts and all talukas. Inorder to bring it .
at par with the facilities available in EOCs of developed countries, the state is in
process of strengthening / upgrading the existing EOCs at state as well as
district levels. State of the art equipments for communication have been
provided to 14 district EOCs under the Disaster Risk Management Programme.
With the help of CORDAID, The Netherlands based NGO, an Emergency
Response Unit (ERU) has been established at Ahmedabad Fire Brigade. It is
equipped with advance search and rescue capabilities in disaster situations. The'
equipment has been donated by CORDAID. Also for the same purpose, fire~~n
and fire officers have been trained earlier at ICET in The Netherlands 'arid.
Germany.
Emergency Equipments for Municipalities
100 municipalities will be provided with the emergency equipments to deal with
disaster situations. The lists of the municipalities have been identified by UDD
on priority basis.
Emergency Equipments for Municipal Corporations
There sets of fire and emergency equipments have been purchased for
Ahmedabad, Rajkot and Surat Municipal Corporations under the disaster
.management capacity building component of World Bank funds. Three. more
corporations namely Vadodara, Bhavnagar and Jamnagar are(also in the process
of procuring fire and emergency equipments for dealing with the emergency
situations
Emergency Communication
At the time of disasters the normal modes of communication collapses or suffers
drastically. This makes difficult the preliminary damage and loss assessment and
subsequently the deplo~ment of resources for relief and rescue activities. It is
needed that stand-by communication system is put in place that can function
during disasters as well. Now in Gujarat every district headquarter hasbeen
connected through satellite phones. A study has also been initiated for 'Early
Hazard Warning and Emergency Communication System.'

[01
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Retrofitting of public buildings
Public

I

lifeline buildings located in vulnerable areas are being retrofitted. More

than 3500 buildings are being covered under this project.

. Non Structural Measures
Training and Capacity building of Architects and Engineers
~ Over 6,500 engineers and 29,000 masons have been trained in multi-hazard
resistant construction and retrofitting.
~ The engineers have been trained by .he experts from the institutes such as
lIT-Kanpur, Mumbai, Roorkee and National Council of Cement and Building
Materials (NCCBM).
~ The training and capacity building of architects and engineers are also taken ..
. up under the National Programme for Capacity Building of Engineers and
Architects in Earthquake Risk Management (NPCBEERMand NPCBAERM).
The core trainers are being trained at the -designated National Resource
Institutions (NRIs) for both the programmes and they in-turn will train the
engin~ers and architects of Government as well as private firms in earthquake
risk management.
.~ State ~overnment has also trained engineers of Municipal Corporations and
Urban Area Development Authorities in earthquake risk management .
. Formulation of Hazard Specific Standard Operating Procedures
~ Standard Operating Procedures for taluka and district level officers have been
prepared for effective response during the time of disasters.
~ Standard Operating Procedures for members of Village Level Committees
have been prepared for timely response during the time of disasters.
~ Do' ~ and Don'ts of all major disasters have been prepared and circulated to
,

all the stakeholders across the state.
Formulate and implement State and District level Disaster Management Plans
~ Cyclone

I

Flood Contingency Plan and Response Plan for Chemical and

Nuclear Hazards have been prepared.
~ Till the 2001 earthquake, whenever a disaster occurred, the State Government
had '6nly one document i.e. the Relief Manual for undertaking the relief
measures. Contingency plans were available only for cyclone and flood. Now,

lel
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for the first time in the country, the State Government has prepared a
comprehensive Earthquake and Tsunami Management Plan covering various'
phases of the disaster right from emergency response, relief, recovery to
mitigation and preparedness.
District level disaster management plans along with a comprehensive
database has been prepared and reviewed for all 25 districts. The Plans also
include the exhaustive database of the inventories and resources available in

}>

the district.
Taluka and Village level Disaster Management Plans are being prepared. The

}>

work has been completed for 131 talukas and 4011 villages.
A total of 69 City Disaster Management Plans have also been finalized.
The process has been started for the preparation of Contingency Plans in all

}>
}>

the 18,000plus villages of the State.
Training related to various Disasters
As envisaged in the Gujarat State Disaster Management Act, 2003, GSDMA,
as nodal agency for disaster management in the State, is mandated to
establish an institute of disaster management in the State. This is with an aim
to cater to training needs of all the stakeholders in disaster management.
Training programs are being designed and conducted to manage and
mitigate all types of disasters including fire and chemical accidents. The
institute will also be involved in research and applied research actiVities

}>

related to disaster management.
~ In this line, GSDMA has established Gujarat Institute of Disaster
Management and the institute has started functioning in the premises of
SPIPA _ Ahmedabad. Regular training courses for all types of disasters are
being conducted for various stakeholders. Till date, 59 training programmes; ,
}>

covering 1,801participants, have been conducted.
• As Gujarat has taken lot of initiatives in earthquake risk mitigation and
management, the Government of India is also exploring the possibilities to.
designate GIDM as a Regional Centre of Excellence in Earthquake
Mitigation and Management.

Multi-Disciplinary Training in Search, Rescue & Medicare
}>

49 people from Fire & Rescue Services, Health and Police were trained
Holland and Germany for advanced Search & Rescue.

}>

513 lUunicipality staffs from 100 municipalities and 24 districts have
trained in fire and rescue at Ahmedabad, Rajkot, Surat and Vadodara.

Gujarat State Disaster Management Authority
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emergency services personnel have been
•scue operations at Ahmedabad, Rajkot, Surat

)

:",,:,~~-:,_:-prone districts of the state have been trained
Vadodara for flood rescue.
a~each district headquarter and one taluka
were organized by Revenue Department
in search & rescue was 'provided to
municipalities which are being given
preparedness review meeting for all the
Officers are being conducted every year
in 3 phases inMay.
with a special focus on flood and
c;>~f~~ials
was also held in May 2005.

Size

similar
and
follows-

LU.L.lU''--~

);-

ive awareness creation campaign through
Communication (IEC) activities in the
ement in newspaper, hoardings, pocket
shake table demonstration and' other
on wide scale for the awareness creation
of the important IEC activities are as
and distributed in the earthquake

have been published
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);>

Displayed messages on multi-hazard resistant construction & retrofitting on

);>

600 state transport buses in five worst affected districts
Awareness creation regarding Do's and Don'ts and safe construction of

);>

buildings done through 18,000Gram Sabha held across the State
Television and Radio spots created for generating awareness regarding multihazard resistant construction and insurance programmes. Total seven spots

);>-

were produced and broadcasted on air through FM channel.
,
Safety campaign during the Kite flying festival launched throughout the
State. Objective was to look into the causes of accidents occurring during

<

Uttarayan and to minimize them by educating people.
Diwali safety campaign was also launched which brought down the number

,);>

of accidents drastically.
lEe Material Developed

In order to educate the general public about different hazards and to build their
capacity to cope up with hazards, booklets have been prepared and distributed
to the stakeholders. A list of important booklets is as given below:
);> Guidelines on reconstruction of new houses and repair / .retrofitting of
existing structures was published with inputs from Dr. A. S. Arya, Seismic
);>

Advisor to the Government of Gujarat.
Guidelines for cyclone resistant construction of buildings, construction
compressed stabilized earthen wall buildings; repair - restoration'

);>

retrofitting of masonry buildings are also prepared and published
Booklets / manuals / leaflets on earthquake, flood, cyclone, first aid,
'and rescue, early warning, industrial accidents, etc. have been prepared
distributed

);>-

);>-

);>

to the stakeholders

under

the Disaster Risk

programme.
Do's and Don'ts of all major disasters have been prepared and circulated
all the stakeholders across the state.
Home Owners Guide giving details on safe construction practices
earthquake hazard has been prepared and published by GSDMA.
Home Owners Guide on Fire Safety has -been prepared and published,
GSDMA.

Housing Insurance Campaign
To reduce the financial burden on the house owners and on the State in
aftermath of any disaster, the Government has' insured all the
reconstructed under the Gujarat Earthquake Reconstruction and
. Program. 14 types of perils including fire, earthquake, explosion, cyclone,

Gujarat State Disaster Management Authority
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for a period of ten years. The houses are being
The group-insured listis kept at the Taluka
beneficiaries are also given a certificate. Even if people
certificate in a disaster, they can make their claim using the
The sum insured varies based on the size of house.
~'2'i*:Gf'l:;!0J;;;~',':"

posters have been distributed in all 18,000 villages of the
awareness. Irtsurance companies and NGOs have been

on 'Improving Disaster Education and Management in
for 23 primary and secondary school teachers
teachers have been trained / oriented in Disaster
;\';"'.;.'E~;'"~!t'~!,j,,'
the Disaster Risk Management Programme jointly
UNDP.
experts from IITs have trained about 170 engineering
the state in seismic engineering .
. Shibir, a total of 2,200 school teachers from across the
stahn~~~~,;. • .
in elementary awareness about Disaster Management.
_;;;..Gener~~:,~afetYiawareness programme in all schools in the. state were
organi4~~'·".w;!th;;special
emphasis on fire safety. Various activities such as
sloganJ.\;:'t'ftitt&"
preparation of safety posters and essay writing competitions
were~h~lst,asp,ar~.()fsafety awareness programme.
, ..;, ,<;,:):,:

t, ;':~:
.. ,,'

.

;.._:,,,:"_:.:,;,(.

School S~few Initiatives,
_;;;..150 sch~'~~si,'
be covered under 'Gujarat School Safety Initiative'
f ;,'~<'tl;';>~c:,:"<"-"->
prograq.:lm~;.',
<;)n~,.a, pilot basis. Learning from this programme will be
~, . :;.: ' .~ '_ .:'.r::t"':-"i;-~S:':>:":'t\ ',. -documented
'and a massive school safety initiative will be launched
. '~!F}"/"'/f""\'" .'
thereafter. '

will
O"._"

_;;;..Traini~g1+~f~tr~~~~~j~1
Disaster Risk Reduction has been launched to prepare
100 '_ ma~t~(:~~in~E~·.#lroughout
the state and train 1000 teachers and 7500
:->?i''i:i~'(":H::_'~'';'''',,:'..._ " ;':i'-> -,-"
student~;/r()fll[a~I,W;Be
districts of the state. The program shall also identify 25
model ~cll~oli;f~~ITl
each district and detailed school specific programs shall
be con~ucte4.a,1?flgwith preparation of school specific disaster management
plans specificto
the hazard conditions of the districts.
,
Gender Se,n~itizatiort through training and workshop

GSDMA have launched Gender Sensitization through trainitlg and workshop to
sensitize all stakeholders about women's needs and gender issues so as to

IOJ
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prevent gender discrimination during various phases of the disaster
mansgement cycle including relief, reconstruction and rehabilitation phases. The
project shall be conducting sensitization workshops at state, district, ta1uka and
village levels and prepare master trainers at district level. The master trainers
shall be selected from Government Agencies and NGOs already working in
similar fields.
Shake Table Demonstration
In order to demonstrate

the importance

of disaster resistant features in

construction of houses, two houses were constructed on one platform. One house
had all multi-hazard resistant features such as gable band, lintel band, etc.
whereas other house was constructed in traditional manner i.e. without hazard
resistant features. This platform was hit by a JCB / Tractor after which the house
with multi-hazard resistant features withstood the shock whereas the other
house collapsed. This demonstration was held at four places in the most
vulnerable areas. This event was video graphed and showed at more than 2,000
villages in the earthquake affected areas.
Web Enabled Inventory of Resources

-

State Disaster Resource Network
Gujarat has suffered enormouS loss of lives and property due to disasters such as
earthquakes, floods, cyclones, droughts and other disasters. One of the lessons
learnt is the need to have organized information system· on availability of
resources for disaster response at district, state and national levels. To cater to
this immediate need for a database of all the resources available starting with the
block or taluka to state level for disaster response, the state government with the
help of UNDP initiated 'State Disaster Resource Network' (SDRN), a web portal
for collection and compilation of resources inventory from the block or taluka
level to state level. Resource network of more than 18,000 villages has been
created. in SDRN. Data is collected and updated -periodically in a prescribed
format covering following important aspects:
Resources available
}> Vulnerable elements at risk
}> Emergency contacts
}> Disaster history
}> Hazards faced
The information is collected through Village Disaster Management Plan
(VDMP)
L
format at village level. Similar arrangement is also made for taluka l:rr::', district

}>

lOI
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level Disaster Management Plan. SDRN also allows creation and updating of the
village, taluka, district and state level data at regular interval. This resource was
successfully used during the recent floods in July 2005 to track the inventory of
boats, inflatables, life jackets, volunteers and other ancillary services' related to
flood management.
India Disaster Resource Network
The Govt. of-India has initiated a web portal named India Disaster Resource
Network (IDRN) for collection and compilation 'of resource inventory of the
block ortaluka level in all districts of India. The on-line resource inventory
consists ?f details regarding manpower, materials and equipment etc. with the
goverrm;l~nt "agendes at district and state levels that can be mobilized
~ediately;: .durirtg a disaster. As on date, a total of 11,356 entries have been
made in-the IDRN tor Gujarat.

In view' ;~f;terrible human and economic consequences of the recent natural

.,!r

disasters
<::;ujarat,it was decided to implement a long-term disaster
manag~*~rit plan for the state. It has been made a comprehensive multi-hazard
f
",.,.
,
program,:to ge implemented along with the reconstruction. The Goverrunent has
provided a strong institutional basis for disaster management activities through
the Cujarat State Disaster Management Authority (GSDMA).Necessary statutory
and regulatory changes have been initiated which have enhanced GSDMA's
capacity to deal, with disasters in coordination with other agencies and the
NGOs. T~e broad areas that are being covered through the disaster management
I

plan are-~s follows:
i'·, ~

"

•

Emergency Preparedness and Response
The Government has initiated immediate and medium term measures to
improve .the state's capacity in emergency preparedness and response. The
program aims at improving early warning system, emergency communications,
and evacuation and shelter plans. The emergency response plans are being
developed keeping in view hazards like industrial and chemical disaster risks'
and cyclone. A more comprehensive response plan has been made operational
through the Taluka and district-level disaster management plans, a better
inventory of resources, and a network of communications and control rooms.

[01
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~ At village level, a total of 401 cluster. meetings covering 4,011 villages were.
held to familiarize the villagers about the programme.
~ A total of 5,270 Panchayati Raj Institution (PRI) members (at district, taluka
and village level) have been oriented and sensitized in disaster-management
under the DRM program.
~ 28 programmes on twelve day special flood rescue training programmes for
youths, volunteers and various responders were organized covering 835
participants .

.GSDMA is conducting following feasibil ty studies on different aspects related to
disaster management.
Emergency Communication & Early Warning Communication Systems
The study involves understanding the vulnerabilities' of various disasters
including drought pattern forecast, determine various mitigation and response
mechanism. It also includes reviewing the existing emergency communication
and early warning system of the state, recommendations on the capacity building
requirements at different levels, development of organizational structure and
identification of responsibilities in respect of facilities, equipments and
communication links based on best practices. Recommendations on the
Up gradation on the existing system after identifying the gaps and provide for
suitable response mechanism for various disaster events is also part of the study .

...
Hazard Risk and Vulnerability Assessment
GSDMA has prepared a Composite Risk Atlas for Gujarat based on six natural
and man-made hazards and the physical, social and economic vulnerability of its
people, assets and' economy at Taluka-leveL The hazards that have been'
examined in detail using advanced computer assisted GIS models, probabilistic
. analysis and detailed field studies include; earthquake, cyclone, storm surge,
flood, chemical accident exposure (between 25 and 200 years) and most
i~portant for Gujarat - drought, over a period of a century. It is a matter of pride
that this truly world class document has been prepared in a span of 18 months.
The Atlas will enable more effective decision making on investments,
infrastructure, industrial and urban development, drought management and
mitigation and assist in the revision of codes and technical specifications for
buildings and critical infrastructure.

leI
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Feasibility for Seismic Microzonation
Initial reviews of earthquake damage throughout the regionafter january 26th
2001 showed evidence of significant variation in local response due to subsoil
conditio~s.
Government of Gujarat therefore wishes to study local geologic~l
and soil conditions in particular areas of the state with a view to refining the

".

The

zoning systems to ensure that:
Areas of particular seismic risk are identified;
» Areas pi lesser seismic risk are identified;
» Reiev~t ,:~d:viceis given .to designers of major infrastructure projects as to
appropriate soil investigation techniques for the State; and
is ,available for site investigations of structures having
» Refevant~'advice'
. l .,;"}:
c. '. .

»

,

'::

1

;;.-y.

v~tiqp~,W'a,9-es,of
Importance Factor.
The arnount.of available relevant ground information is uncertain. It is therefore
proposed'>ito' conduct the work in two stages to assess the options, costs and
values, .'9£ f.§llbsequent. stages. The findings / outputs of Stage I study of
'Feasibility study for Seismic Microzonation' will form the basis for Stage II
study of-actual/Seismic Microzonation'.
Damage and-Loss Assessment Methodology
Any disaster results in damage and the damage incurred can be quantified into
loss data. Thus the State requires methodologies for the accurate assessment of
dama&e and associated losses in order to provide resources for relief,'
rehabilitation and reconstruction. GSDMA has proposed to carry out a study, of
methodologies for damage and loss assessment that can not only provide an
accurate foundation upon which to base relief and rehabilitation programmes
but which can also provide assurance to compensation bodies that require
defined procedures for loss assessment using agreed scientific principles that can
be audited.
t
Review of Building Codes
During this earthquake, a very large number of engineered structures including
those made out of reinforced concrete also suffered catastrophic collapse
resulting in high casualty. Inadequate design and construction technology can
be attributed "as reasons for the same. A feasibility study on review of existing
"Building Code Provisions" of BIShas been conducted by GSDMA to review the
building codes and making it specific to the requirements of the state, based on

101
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its hazard assessment. The objective of this study is to study andi
inadequacies, if any in the existing BlS codes related to Earthquake, Wind
Fire; and to recommend changes / improvements in the above codes to
hazard resistant building construction with specific reference to earthq
floods, cyclones and fires.
Establishment of Regional Disaster Response Centres

Strengthening of emergency response is seen as part of an overall pro
aimed at building disaster management capacity in Cujarat that will
reducing risk and vulnerability through capacity building,
communication, legislation and promm ng the link with development to
overall disaster risks: GSDMA envisages establishing five Emergency

nc.,e>LlL

Centres at different location in Cujarat. One of the centres will be esp
chemical and industrial disasters. The centres will provide the capabili
respond effectively to munediate needs following disaster, as well as imp
inputs to overall preparedness, and will be a significant measure of the
the State in addressing the problems posed by disasters. The setting up
diSaster response centres will lead to quick, effective and quality reSponse
the loss of lives due to disasters can be minimized.
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of Earthquake Rehabilitation

Respond,~~'t~' the GoI request for urgent intervention, the World Bank, the Asian .
DeveloPITl:~ntBank together with the Government of Netherlands and the United States
Agency Jor International Development (USAID) undertook a review of the GoG
<

r

J:r,',"-"

ass~ssm~nt"m.d recast th~,pr~liminary darrage and reconstruction needs to be US ,$ 2.1
';

~',. '.i<~';Y:!'

' :_»: .' .'}Ii,

., -:.,

..

. ,:',

';:',-

billion. A Rl'la§~dimplementation strategy was also evolved as follows:
I

·'.r). "''1;

_,''',,

.-q~./.-

"

:.~.

.

'.

1)., Short f. term phase to support priority areas addressing basic human needs,
c01llil1~p.cement.
of the most pressing reconstruction works, temporary shelters,
_ '
_'¥':" .~~
E_":_

>

i.

debris t~rnoval, housing reconstruction, health, education, irrigation/water storage

j

*d:RiIpJ~C1J,yildings.
~

","'. /?,:; ,',

~_;,"

2) f MeW-lIm~d Long term phase to continue and complete the reconstruction and
•."

,

': __
,.,''-

-:--

'.

- l'

,-"-'-

•

recovery ,e£forts from the first phase, lay foundation for sustainable long term
disa~.~~:r;
~!ill:Clgem~ntBrogram and strengthen the capacity of GSDMA for reducing
arS!'!irn~ra~gl?:atu~<vhazards risks faced by the state.
The World Bank agreed toprovide a loan assistance up to US$.l,OOOmillion, out of
which the .~~rsJpart of LE$:.400 million was sanctioned immediately as Phase-I. It was
agreed that;}lPrdP()~aL#9rPhase-II would be submitted to avail the required assistance
:,""

up to .maxiJ;nup:lcifP5$.600 million, as per requirement of GOG.
I

""

:'9:'···· .

.

Areas for,,the
W]3 support were. identified and thus an emergency reconstruction
~
f-:~.'
_'.
.
was prepared.

[01
GSDMII
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Gujarat has an excellent tradition of NGOs that have always extended a helping hand
to the State Government not only in its developmental activities but also in its hours of
crisis. After the 2001 earthquake, various NGOs willingly came forward to extend a
helping hand to the Government inrebuilding the villages destroyed in the earthquake.
Many NGOs, state governments, voluntary organisations, etc. showed keen interest in
reconstruction, particularly reconstruction of private houses. With a view to encourage

i

the voluntary effort in the Rehabilitation & Reconstruction of the earthquake-affected
villages, the State Government

then launched ' a scheme called 'Public-Private

Partnership Pro gramme I (PPPP). As per this program, the total cost of reconstruction of
private houses along with necessary infrastructure

such as schools, PHC, roads,

anganwadi, etc is shared between Government and NGOs on 50:50 basis. Gram Sabhas

.

were empowered to take decisions for relocation & selection of new site. Government
acted as facilitator through signing Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the
NGO, after Gram Sabha's approval to the NGO's proposal. 80 NGOsvoluntarily

came

forward for R&R work in about 280 villages and constructed over 41,000 houses along
with the necessary infrastructure facilities..NGOs also reconstructed schools and health
sector buildings on a partnership and on 100% own cost basis.
Aspects of the Scheme
The rehabilitation objectives were to ensure socially, culturally and economically selfsustaining communities in an environment that would include appropriate housing and
civic amenities and address issues in relation to essential infrastructure. The affected
people and communities were actively involved along with the NGO to secure their
voluntary participation. The key element was to ensure active participation by the:
affected communities in the planning and implementation of all aspects of resettlement
programme. Wherever the reconstruction of new sites was required, it was with all basic
minimum infrastructure.
In all the cases, the standard norms prescribed for earthquake and cyclone resistant
structures were adhered to. Where the houses were constructed at a new site under the
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scheme, there is a restriction on transfer / sale of such houses for a period of two years
from the.dateofcompletion

of such houses.

The driving assumption of this ~chemewas that NGOs are better placed to understand
the local requirements

of village communities and that they can more effectively carry

people along with hem. in the exercise of planning for rehabilitation. Also the
inv9lveme<lt of diverse civil society groupS brought in resources and .expertise in the
rec9nstruction programme. The concept was based on two-way communication between
people and ..\he Government. The main idea behind the program was to involve people
in decision'lI)'lking process so that a feeling of ownership can be inculcated in them.
With this q~ckground, \he Gpvernment invited NGOs to be partner in the PPPP to share
their. exP<Tise, manpower .and resources in serving the earthquake-affected people of
the State. :.~y volul}tary agency, Industrial House, Religious Organization or Social
Ofganiz~!i0n intereste(i

ill rehabilitation

and keen to enter into a partnership with the

Govemmen\ ar)dwill.ip.g to contribute 50% of the total project cost could participate in
this scheme and adopt v)llages.
There were many. villages in <;;ujaratin which more than 70% buildings had destroyed
or damaged beyond repair. The NGOs, if willing, could adopt such village as per
following procedure.:

daW.~ge"ass~ssment survey done by the Govemment,

}- Baseclon the
.

on th~vi~ag.e.f9rI;l4optior·

}- The N,GO then sehds anapplication to the GSDMA
",'

.

the NGO decides

'"/,>·~'··,::~'t::···'

L

J

"

.;:'" ~.

.'-:~---

.

$

I

District Authorities for in-

.~-:

prinqipleapp~o~~()ta~.~ptinga village.

}- After getting Jhe. approval, the NGO takes the consent of respective Gram Sabha of
_I

~."

.-'-.~:

•

the v,illage.Tlje .Gram Sabha has to endorse the partnership proposal of the NGO to
..
t

',r,

',,:_;'{,' )';

,-,

I:.

rebuil9 theirv,jllag~ in~h-\ding,the type of Package underMhich the village will be
-_'"

';"'; -;.,

.

,).,-

'",.:,:",_

"

adopted. All the major decisions for rehabilitation would be taken in the meeting of
,

-J'

;.

the Gram Sabha 9n~ithe Government allots the village to the NGO interested,
>,

S.'I

',,'

'~<;' "<;, ",''t;

,L' ';"

<;,> -',

,".

}- Only after th,eGran, Sabha gives the approval, the project report is finalized by the
NG_Oand. ¥ter, the
prgject report is accepted, the procedure for signing the MoD
j
,
beginS.

}- The Gram ])IaVrachn~Samiti then supervises the overall execution activity in the
>

"»

-'"

•

adopted village.
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Packagesannouncedby the State Governmentto adopt the Villagesare:
1 Rehabilitation under Package-lor Package-l + 2 (Relocated Site): This applies
to villages which lie in the worst affected talukas and where more than 70% of the
buildings have been destroyed or damaged beyond repair. After the survey, if the NGO
decides that the village is a fit case for relocation, a proposal is then put up before the
Gram Sabha / Gram Panchayat of the respectivevillage.If the Gram Sabha decides by a
simple majoritythat the village can be relocated, the NGO can go ahead with finalizing
their projectreport and submit the same to the DistrictOfficials.If on the other hand, the
Gram Sabha"Iejectsthe proposal by majority, then the NGO has to decide whether to
adopt the village under Package-2(In-SituRehabilitation)or otherwise drop the village.
There were instances wherein the entire village was not willing to relocate to the new
site due to various reasons. In such cases, provided that at least 50% of the villagers
.

\

want to shift to a new site, the Government allowed the NGO to relocate the villagers
who were willing to relocate to a nearby new site. The ackage was termed as Package1+2.'For those villagers who didn't wanted to relocate to a new site, two options are

available.They can either ask the NGO to build their houses on the same place as before
the earthquake or they can get their eligible assistancefrom the Governrr'lentbased on
their damage assessmentcategoryand constructtheir house on their own.

Relocation Issues and PPPP
Issue of relocation at the new site for rehabilitation and reconstruction always becomesJ a

f:,

very contentiousissue at the beginning of any rehabilitation and reconstruction project
formulation.Relocationat new sites is generallyadvocated on the ground of high cost of
removal of debris, seismic vulnerability of the existing site, locals psyche of fear for
continual stay there and as an opportunity to provide earthquake victims with wellplanned and neatly laid out villages at new siteswithout any segregated compartments
.for differentcaste and communities. On the other hand, criticshold that it's not feasible
to abandon the area where people lived for generations as they establish social
I

.

relationships and also stay close to their agricultural lands. Furthermore, lack of
community involvement, designer's ego and selection of appropriate settlement
planning, problems of unoccupied houses, abandonment, technology transfer,

retrofitting, seismically inadequate future expansion, maintenance of excessively
sprawling public infrastructure and politicalpassion are also associatedwith relocation.
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Under GEERP, after long process of consultation and deliberations, Government
resolved that relocation to a new site should. not be forced upon the beneficiaries as it
disturbs the community life both at the present place of living and those living in and

I

around the new proposed site.
Another important dimension of relocation rehabilitation is the agency to undertake this
<,

exercise that could be private contractors, NGO's or the Government itself.

Rehabilitation under Package-2 or Package-2B (In-Situ)
villages adopted under package - 2, an NGO could reconstruct the houses at the same
where is existed before the earthquake i.e. in-situ. In this package there were two

NGO can partner with the Government and share 50% of the total project cost.
NGO can construct a house of one room - one kitchen costing not more than a
specific threshold value. The Government would not partner with the NGO in this
case. Instead, if the beneficiary wanted to extend the core house constructed by the
NGO, the Government will directly pay to the beneficiary,50% of the amount as per
his eligibility as per the survey results.
y, as per the packages announced by the State Government, there was no special
for constructing only the infrastructure facilities in the adopted villages. The
was primarily adopted for constructing the houses and in addition to that, if the
and the villagers are willing, then infrastructure facilities can also be constructed
the same NGO. Hence it was represented by some NGOs / agencies to come out with
: package wherein they could build / reconstruct only the infrastructure facilities in the
villages. The Government then came out with a special package wherein the
/ agencies could adopt a village to construct only the infrastructure facilities with

all the villages adopted by the NGOs, for monitoring the compliance to earthquake
norms, a chain of Government's technical personnel from Executive Engineers
the Bhukamp Awas Engineers were made responsible to certify the progress and
of work done by the NGOs. Also National Council for Cement & Building
terials (NCCBM) was appointed for undertaking a Third Party Quality Audit for all
houses reconstructed under the PPPP. NCCBM conducted regular tests on various
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building material such as concrete cubes, hollow blocks, cement, soil, water and other
material related to construction on the quality of construction. Incase if some technical
flaws were reported in the houses constructed, the concerned NGO was informed about
the same, given time to retrofit the house and after the house was rechecked by the
NCCBM, then only the payment was released to the NGO. This ensured that the houses
constructed by the NGOs are earthquake resistant and are technically safe for future use .

.

Exit Policy
The presence of the NGO in the village was limited to the duration of reconstruction and
rehabilitation project undertaken by them. However, once the NGO completed the
activities, a need was felt to evolve a mechanism whereby the houses as well as the
amenities constructed by the NCO were transferred to the beneficiaries

I local bodies.

Hence the Government came out with a unique exit policy for the NGOs that partnered.
The salient features of the exit policy are:
);- Houses reconstructed by NCOs were registered in the joint names of husband and
wife.
);- All the reconstructed

houses were insured

for 14 types of perils including,

earthquake. A sum of Rs.360 was borne by the beneficiary INCOs concerned.
);- Maintenance of the Public Infrastructure

was made the responsibility

of the

respective local bodies to minimize the chances of any misuse of these facilities.

NGO Co-ordination

Activities undertaken

by GSDMA as part of the PPPP

All the major activities like project report approval and signing of the MoUs with the
NGOs were undertaken at the District level. However, th~ programme was closely
monitored and coordinated at the State level by GSDMA. The following activities were
undertaken by GSDMA:
);- Coordination with the NGOs working inearthquake affected areas of Cujarat.
);- Grievance redressal of the NGOs working at the field level under the PPPP through
letters, "telephonic talks, field visits, co-ordination meetings, personal visits of the
representatives of the NCOs to GSDMA, references from various departments of the
Government, references from MLAs, MPs, etc.
);- Modifications in the policy

I

packages announced by the State Government for

smooth implementation of the program.

lOI
GSIlINI
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Monitoring the reconstruction and rehabilitation activities undertaken by the NGOs
by organizing field visits.
Organizing NGO co-ordination meetings both at State and District Levels. For the
first two years, a fortnightly co-ordination meeting with the NGOs was organized at
District Level, Later on, since the problems and issues started to decrease and, since
the work started to get 'complete, the frequency was reduced to a monthly meeting.
Coordination me~tings at State Level were organised on requirement basis to solve
the implementation issues.
Monitoring the financial progress of the payments made to the NGOs according to
the Government norms and guidelines.
Tracking the progress reports and feedback from the NGOs working mder the
program. This included details about project approval, signing of MoU, physical
progress reports of the reconstruction work, implernentational issues if any, etc.
Coordination with other Government Departments like Water Supply, Civil Supplies
Department, Health, Education, GEB, etc. for issues brought forward by the NGOs
pertaining to particular department.
Organizing the handing over ceremonies of villages completed under this program.
Appraising the NGOs about the work done by GSDMA in various other sectors or
related to activities carried out by them in those sectors.

rutcome of the Partnership
Helped strengthening hands of the village communities in rebuilding their houses
and assist them in other developmental works.
Gave the NGOs a unique opportunity

of linking people with the permanent

development agency i.e. the Government.
Enabled village people to appreciate Government schemes better and dispelled the
myth that Government is anti-people.
Ensured transparency as well as the accountability.
Increased the confidence of the people in taking decisions pertaining to community
welfare and this resulted into empowerment of the people.
Could bring about' a number of amendments in the rehabilitation policy of the

Helped in capacity building of the village communities.
?nabled the Government to streamline its systems as well as procedures.
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);>

Brought management expertise from the industrial groups to the social sector.

);>

Introduced innovative practices at the village level through better understanding of
the programme, Government Policies and ideas of the NGOs.
Speedier reconstruction, which could not have been possible with the Government

);>

machinery under normal circumstances.
Brought in low-cost technology which reduced the cost of reconstruction to a

);>

considerable extent.
Access to better and improved infrastructure facilities as compared to what they had

);>

before the disaster.
);>

Safe and more infrastructure facilities su 'h as school rooms, community halls, etc. as
compared to what existed before the earthquake.

);>

Better houses to poor families as compared to pre-earthquake.

GSDMA was established on February 8, 2001 to co-ordinate the comprehensive
earthquake recovery program. GSDMA is chaired by the Chief Minister, with nine more
members and its Chief Executive Officer as Member Secretary. The GSDMA Chief
Executive Officer is responsible for the overall management and implementation of the
proposed project. The implementation of works and procurement of goods for specific
components is the responsibility of the line departments, with overall coordination and
monitoring by the GSDMA. GSDMA had been operating on a principle of 'lean core staff
and contract out every thing else'. The core staff was drawn from the Indian
Administrative Services (lAS) and other Government Services on deputation and all
other services required were contracted out to private sectors.

Governing

Body

The following is the composition of the Governing Body
Members

[OJ
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eed Up- the process of Reconstruction & Rehabilitation, decisions taken in the

rning Body of GSDMA were treated at par with State Cabinet decisions. In
.en to this, a sub-committee to the governing body was also constituted. This subrittee was headed by the state Chief Secretary. The other members were CEO,
~A,Secretary - Finance and secretaries of other concerned departments. This subnittee was empowered to consider proposals other than those funded by the World
/ ADB / any other funding agency, especially for rehabilitation and reconstruction
1the

1sory

ceiling limit of US$.l million.

Committee

.iable GSDMA to have expert advice and guidance from prominent citizens and
rts in various fields and to ensure people's participation, transparency and
mtability, a state level advisory committee was formed. The advisory committee
wed the progress of Reconstruction & Rehabilitation work, and ensured a
..:ipatory approach by involving all stakeholders. The composition of advisory
nittee was as follows:
Field
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Taskforce

With a view to suggesting appropriate long-term measures to tackle natural
calamities in future, a Taskforce was constituted for preparation of a long-term
disaster management. plan. The taskforce was headed by CEO, GSDMA. The
taskforce consisted of experts from. various fields such as administration,
(

meteorology, seismology, communications, structural engineering, NGOs etc.
The taskforce was entrusted with following functions and responsibilities:

»

To suggest effectivemeasures for preparedness, so as to organize rescue and relief
promptly in the event of natural disasters.

»

To review the present status of disaster management plans particularly at State,
Districtand Talukalevel.

»

To ensure the preparation of appropriate disaster management plan for different
types of disasters.

Central Implementation

Review Group (CIRG)

To ensure time bound implementation of the earthquake reconstructionprogramme, a
state level central implementationreview group was formed. This group periodically
reviewed & monitoredrelief & rehabilitationwork.
Name /Designation

[OJ
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·ty for procurement of works, goods and services for the
public sector infrastructure was responsibility of the line
coordination and monitoring by the GSDMA. The World
in April 2001 and then a follow-up 'workshop ,in August
and financial management of the program.

ibility to coordinate the implementation by each line
of the rehabilitation program. Each line department
rehabilitation

components

has

formed

a

Project

are strengthened or added to undertake and complete
An action plan is prepared by each department
needs for engineering design and supervision, and

for implementing the h:msing construction and
GSDMA. This included features of the program,
families, implementation

methodology

method for disbursement, accounting, and

supervision, social survey and database
letion audit by a third party was built into

village, taluka, .district and state level was

Chief Minister for program policy and

for monitoring and facilitation.

iagement Authority
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District Level
);> The district level executive committee under the Chairmanship of the District

.

Collector implements monitors and coordinates the program.
);>

The district level advisory committee will advise the District Administration
regarding implementation of the program.

Taluka Level
);> In the worst

affected Talukas, Additional

Collectors

1

Additional

District

Development Officers with delegated powers of Collector and DDO were appointed
to speedup the implementation.
Village Level
);> The village coIIUllitteechaired by an officer not below the rank of Deputy Mamlatdar
monitored the implementation of program and coordinated various activities at the
village level.
Financial Management System
GSDMA was mandated to receive funds form the World Bank, Asian Development
Bank, Government of Gujarat and others for the implementation

for the

earthquake reconstruction program. To manage a program of this magnitude,
over such a large geographic area and to the tune of over'USD 1.7 billion, it had to put
place a very effective and robust financial management system. An operational Ma
was also developed providing guidelines for administration and procedures for
flow accounting, reporting' and audit arrangements. Offices were set up at over 150
locations in the worst affected talukas / districts of the State and information
collected from these locations and compiled at GSDMA.

For the purpose of financial monitoring, funds received for the project are kept in
separate bank account opened as per the instructions of the funding agencies for
purpose. The books of the accounts are maintained separately in respect of the
with sound accounting principles and in consonance with the guidelines of the
agency / GSDMA.
The independent auditors appointed by GoG / GSDMA for the project
accounts of the implementi.ig agency / line department in addition to the audit of
/ corporations accounts by the statutory auditors, Statutory auditors / q
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chartered

accountant

certify the statement

of expenditure

on quarterly

basis.

Implementing agency / authority submit the project accounts to GSDMA along with the
Reimbursement Claim with requisite supporting papers. IA / LD also ensures that
financial audit in respect of the project is completed in a stipulated time.

various aspects like fund-management,

accounting,

of audit paras, and reimbursement of claim etc. The main

control system and monitoring of its operation.
accounts at offices situated at Taluka / District /

tion of monthly accounts
and preparation of six monthly Statement of Expenditure
the loan disbursement procedures of The World Bank and

of claims and seeking reimbursement from the World

of SoE as required by the World Bank and Asian

i.e., Balance Sheet and Income & Expenditure
,

of World Bank and Asian Development Bank particularly with reference to time

..workshops for accounting staff..

that the total expenditure is not in excess of
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»

Funds are releasedby IT / Chequeswhich are deposited by theconcerned officesin

»

to a specialbank accountwith nomenclatureof GSDMA
For day to day monitoring of the funds daily fin~cial position is prepared which
shows source wise receipt, disbursement and balance of fund and also the name of
the banks where the funds are lying.

» GSDMAsubmits estimates of expenditure to be incurred in the project in the next
financialyear for inclusion in the budget of State Government. After the budget is
approved, the progress of expenditure against the budget is reviewedperiodically.

Monitoring and Evaluation Mechanisms

GSDMA being the nodal agency to implement the earthquake reconstruction and
rehabilitationprogram was required to supervise, interact and coordinate with all the
ImplementingAgencies(lAs)on a continuousbasis through a well-defined
. structure. In addition, GSDMA was also required to work closely with the
international agencies,multilateral and bilateral agencies and research institutions
course of projectimplementation. In light of this M/ s Tata ConsultancyServices,Asia'
leading software services and consulting company was given the task of design
developmentof a comprehensiveProjectManagementInformationSystem (PMIS).
Information is being collected from the implementing agencies regarding
assessment,projectimplementationplan and progress reporting.

There has been a paradigm shift from the conventional approach of .......
c' ....

r-....

post disaster to mitigation and preparedness against disasters. This disaster
been converted upon as an opportunity for preparing and gearing up the
for any such eventualities. Various policy and strategic decisions in
reconstruction and rehabilitation of the housing sector in the light
earthquake have been innovations in their own way. A number of
pronouncements have flown from this underlying philosophy. The first
policies for housing reconstruction was made available within 15 days
earthquake. Some of the initiatives by the Government of Gujarat which
way innovations in themselves are described below.
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Owner Driven Reconstruction
"I

The state could have ~arried out this mammoth task of housing reconstruction
by appointing nationally and internationally reputed contractors who would
have finished the job in six months, saving the Government from allegations and
criticism, but that would have resulted in untrained local masons and engineers
without the required capacity for quake resistant construction. People would not
have understood the need and method of construction for hazard resistant
houses, leaving the future generations as vulnerable as ever. The state quickly
realised the need of people's participation in the reconstruction program.
As a result, Government of Gujarat adopted owner driven reconstruction as the
main approach, which involved the repair and reconstruction by house-owners
themselves thereby ensuring the need, pace and will of the owner. This is the
biggest ever community participation activity carried out. The government
provided financial, material and technical support. The result:
Not only the beneficiaries will be well informed, but also the general public
not connected to the program, would internalise the multi -hazard resistance

);>

as a natural process of construction.
);> Since owner himself constructs his house, he would be emotionally attached
to the house and would not hesitate to occupy the reconstructed house as the
owner has sense of acceptance and ownership.
Provides flexibility of expansion based on needs.
Knowledge transfer resulting in long-term disaster management capacity
building. It is no wonder that in the earthquake affected region, the terms like
'retrofitting', 'steel-band' and gable-band' have become the part of daily
lexicon. This wilf ensure that the houses constructed even in future shall be
multi-hazard resistant and hence mitigate the effects of any disaster situation

);>

,0);>

I

);>

in future ..
Availability of skilled manpower in the form of trained masons.

Independent Audit

GSnMA kept in place proper audit mechanism related to finance and quality to
make the program effective and efficient.
Technical and Quality Audit

GSDMA hired third party technical and quality audit consultant, which was
acceptable to the funding agencies. Basic objectives of appointing a consultant
are:

101
GSOMA
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)- To provide an independent and objective assessment of technical quality and
seismic resistant features of all the works under the program.
)- To setup a quality control system for conducting inspection and audit.
)- to evolve technical solutions to specific problems requiring specialist design
and consh·uction.
)- To create an environment of trust and satisfaction through professional and
timely action.
)- To train engineers, NGO's, beneficiaries etc in quality construction.
)- To check all houses at least once in rural areas and twice in urban areas for
houses being reconstructed and 10 % houses under major repairs.
Every house was subjected to systemah _inspection, using structured performa, ..•.
at regular intervals as conditioned by the stage of construction. Each par
was evaluated to form a weighted matrix suggestive of status of quality
corrective measures to be forged in case of non-conformity. The process wa
interactive enough to establish effective communication amongst the contr
engineers and agencies participating in the construction work.

Government

ensured

the participation

of citizens in policy forma

implementation and decision making to make the program effective
efficient. Government extended a range of choices from complete relocation
situ reconstruction, to the earthquake-affected communities.
through a participatory process of decision-making exercised the
relocation! in-situ reconstruction.
)- It was mandatory for the Gram Sabha to pass a resolution deciding
relocation versus in situ reconstruction and NGO involvement.
)- New village site decided in the Gram Sabha in case of relocation.
)- The highly visible positive result of it was that only 2.5 percent of
were fully relocated and 5 per cent of villages were partially relocated.
)0-

)0-

92.5percent reconstruction was in-situ.
180 public consultations were held with different stakeholders on
development plans before finalization for the four towns of Kutch.
Citizen's opinion/ suggestions were sought in finalization of relocation

Effective and successful disaster reduction initiatives call for spon
community participation and involvement of people. Therefore, it is
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essential that the community at large should remain prepared to effectively
respond to situations for at least the initial 24 hours. Number of policy initiatives
has flown from this underlying philosophy.
);;>

);;>

Role and responsibility of communities with upward integration with taluka,
distr"ic~j and .stale in disaster management emphasized in the disaster
manage~ent policy of Government of Gujarat.
The R~R program has been designed and is being implemented as a
I
comm~nity ,driven program involving communities in the process of
rebllila,ing aX fl11,stages of decision-making. Various community groups for
e~rly 4arning, rescue, first aid are being formed in the villages.
!

Initiatives -,\h~ve beentaken to create permanent community based organization
(CBO) at ,"il,lag~ level for sensitizing and spreading awareness about disaster
'\':' ',: :i_:,.:
mitigationi ~~d' pr)paredness.
One such CBO, Afat Sajjata Sena (Disaster
Preparedn~ssi~rig~de)has been formed in over 480 villages of the state .
. Under Go~ s,~pP9rt~d Disaster Risk Management programme, preparedness and
response ~RI,~ns qt. ,all administrative
levels through active community
involvemeptiTarej\!?ejng made ready. Village plans focus on community-based
plans where. :graqt samitis and Panchayati Raj Institution members play a
significantL't&l~ .in the whole exercise of preparation of Village Disaster
Management Plan~:
i
i,

'aH·r,,·jfc

t

could not have been sustainable had the procedures

,,.,, ,<>""""."",.' arici if effective vigilance and grievance redressal systems

olutions for housing assistance made available to the
~s

'~'A"""""""~,,,;,jarati
and were also _IJutup on the web site of

[y

distributed to the affected people, containing
'.:t:,~garding assistance available and method of
."("!'"

. assistance sanctioned displayed in the villages and
, , ive offices for access to general public.
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beneficiaries. Over 6,60,000bank accounts were opened for paying housing
);>

);>

assistance to the beneficiaries.
Two pronged strategy being applied for quality control
Quality certification by government engineers
•
•
Third party auditors for compliance to seismic resistant features.
All cases rejected for housing assista~ce have been reviewed individually,
and the claims/reasons for ,rejection examined clo~ely and verified before the
cases are closed.

In all the villages adopted by NGOs for monitoring the compliance to earthquake
resistant norms, a chain of Government's technical personnel ranging from
Executive Engineer to the village engineers (Bhukamp Awas Engineers) were
made responsible to certify the progress and quality of work done by the NGOs.
Also NCCBM was appointed for undertaking a Third Party Quality Audit for all
the houses reconstructed under PPPP. NCCBM conducted regular tests on
various building materials such as concrete cubes, hollow blocks, cement, soil,
water add other material related to construction on the quality of construction.
They also reported the results to GSDMA as well as district officials. In case if
some technical flaws were reported in the houses re-constructed, the concerned
NGO was informed about the same, given time to retrofit the house and after the
house was rechecked by the NCCBM, then only the payment was released to the
NCO. This ensured that the houses constructed by the NGOs are earthquake
resistant and are technically safe for future use.
Periodic progress reports of all implementing agencies are prepared and sent
funding agencies. Frequent supervision missions from the World Bank and
ADB were part and parcel of various review mechanisms. A typical mission te
comprises of 8 - 12 members that visit GSDMA for a period of 6 - 12 days
also includes field visit to earthquake-affected areas where implementation
IS

gomg on.

Social Impact Assessment Consultants have been appointed to assess v
long-term and short-term social impacts of the -R&R programme on v
stakeholders, especially vulnerable groups. The study will provide
feedback with specific recommendations, for actions by concerned authori
mitigate the negative impacts and enhance the positive.
Environmental management is being undertaken in a well-defined manner
implementing agencies overlooking environmental aspects. There is an
specific environmental management framework, which essentially consis
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program components, possible environmental issues, mitigation measures and
monitoring strategies.

>-

House to house survey conducted to assess extent of damage. The survey did
not record details about caste, religion, and community to ensure unbiased
assistance.

>>>>-

Compensation paid for reconstruction of houses based on actual damage. No
differential treatment given on basis of caste, community, religion or gender.
Affected houses classified into five categories according to severity of
damage. Classification of damages done in a scientific way.
It was made mandatory to register houses in the joint name of husband and
wife, ensuring the partnership and rights. of women in the reconstruction
process.
In case of widows, houses are registered in their name and not in the name of
any relative of the deceased.

>- A

committee at village and district level constituted for grievance redressal
and for strengthening program implementation. Village level committee is
headed by a revenue official. The members include various prominent
personalities of ~hevillage including sarpanch and a lady member. Guardian
minister chairs district committee. Members of this committee include
various district level government officials, Member of Parliament and
Member of Legislative Assembly.

>-

District Judge declared as ombudsman to receive complaints and petitions
directly from public. 40,000cases were cleared through ombudsman .
'.~ 1,800 legal literacy camps held in 20 worst affected talukas to provide legal
aid to victims of earthquake.
>- Open houses conducted jointly by Lokpal and district administration in worst
affected towns. Grievances of the people settled on the spot.
>- Grievances are also redressed by the Chief Minister on fourth Thursday of
each month on Swagat Online -A website for grievance redressal.
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,As Gujarat is vulnerable to various disasters like drought, earthquake, cyclone,
floods and chemical disasters, disaster management has always been one of the
thrust areas of the State Government, both at the district level and at the state
level. However, before the Kutch earthquake, the main focus was on postdisaster. relief and humanitarian assistance, even though prevention and
mitigation were part of disaster management in Gujarat. After the 2001 Kutch
earthquake, there was a paradigm shift in the approach of the State Government
from relief to prevention, mitigation and preparedness. The State Governrrient
envisioned converting this adversity into opportunity by institutionalizing
various disaster management initiatives through build:ing capacity of various
stakeholders for achieving long term sustainability. During the implementation
of the earthquake reconstruction program, the State became pioneer in the
country in the field of disaster management through following initiatives:
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Benefit Monitoring and Evaluation
In order to assess and ascertain that the benefits of the earthquake reconstruction
program actually flows to the affected, the weaker and the vulnerable population
of the state, an independent internationally acclaimed Consultants were assigned
the task of third party benefit monitoring consultant. The benefit monitoring is
about taking into account
benefits
derived
from
utilizing project outputs
and followingi rocesses
and the' framework has
been
developed
on
and
lines
sectoral
adapting a 'Log Frame'
approach,
of
target
A
beneficiaries
covered
20,000
under three phases of

,

, II SAMPLE SURVEY FINDING
'
BENEFIT MONITORING REPORT

~litli1ill;llill1

·•·•·.·
....··•·•·
•••
;i!{ j.. .•.••.••••
> {I·.........
·,·....•·•·••••••
•••••••·•·••••••

survey are considered as
sample. Baseline, survey
was first conducted to
assess
the
situation
immediately after the earthquake and a comparison were evolved with preearthquake, post earthquake and post receipt of benefits. The results depicted an
increase in quality of life index in the earthquake-affected areas because of the
program intervention.

Continuous Social Impact Assessment
The reconstruction and rehabilitation program of such scale would definitely
cause widespread impact on the physical and social fabric of the state. There are
bound to be grievances and negative impact when the program involves such a
large scale interaction with community/individuals
during the rehabilitation
program. In light of this, to understand the impact of the program, a continuous
social impact assessment study was initiated which probed into deeper issues of
social justice, equity, extent of service delivery, community perceptions,
administration and implementation process, grievance redressal system,

[OJ
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participation of community and various stakeholders, the needs of the poor and
the vulnerable etc.
Thus in order to ensure that the benefits reach all sections of the society and the.
vulnerable sections like minorities, scheduled caste and scheduled tribes, women
and widows are not left out, GSDMA had put in place a continuous social impact
assessment and the work was entrusted to the department of social sciences of
the well known MS University of Baroda and Gujarat "Institute of Development
Research, Ahmedabad.

The major outcomes of the study
);>:

The R&R program crossed the limit o£physical reconstruction and focused on
social and economical development by empowering the individual and

community through active participation of affected population.
~ The R&R program ensured equity, justice, transparency and accountability
through effective mechanisms
~ R&R was according to culture, climate and life style of communities and was
.community based owner driven process.
~ Involvement of various stakeholders and institutionalization of Public-Private
partnership.
~ The study bought out various negative impacts, issues and problems' faced
.the people in the housing implementation like pending of
assessment, poor awareness of housing insurances, delay in
for want of availability of technical support / Government engineers,
ownership and entitlement issues, delay in payment of final installment
fear of displacement/ relocation.
The assessment which was on a continuous basis brought out such iss
concerns in their periodic reports to GSDMA which is then taken note of
actions are initiated to look into these issues and close them to the satisfaction .
the individuals / communities concerned. Such a continuous monitoring
evaluation system ensure compliances of grievance cases and helped
GoG to effectively address all such issues in a timely manner. A structure
up mechanism was developed by GSDMA for verification, action and
issues raised in the implementation of the program. The follow up mechanis
based on the feedback mechanism which are classified in priority order
administrative decisions and actions. Quarterly reports with the
actions are sent to the World Bank for their information and review.
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Environmental

Impact Assessment

Implementation of such a massive program involving reconstructiDn f large
number of public infrastructure and housing is bound to have an adverse impact
on the environment. Keeping in mind the possible impacts and the development
objectives of the World Bank and other funding agencies, the environment
aspects were given adequate attention in the entire program and were built in as
part of the program. The terms of references of the various third party quality
and technical audit consultants (QATA) include supervision and monitoring of
the environmental issues also.

-t

GSDMA had developed the Environme' ital Management Framework (EMF) and
prepared Environment Management Plans (EMP) and guidelines and circulated
the same to the. implementation agencies. Each implementing agency is
responsible for the compliance, for which monitoring done on a continuous
basis. The quarterly reports are sent to the World Bank indicating the various
actions taken by the implementing agencies for review.
The efforts of the government during the reconstruction program also sensitized
the contractors about environment management and the entire process has
become institutionalized with environment management as one of main
. ingredient of any infrastructure project to be taken up by the state. The 'Green
Award' has been constituted for promotion and maintenance of environmental
safeguards mechanisms of projects implemented through World Bank funding.
The team of World Bank coordinating the GSDMA's Gujarat Emergency
Earthquake Reconstruction Project (GEERP) has been conferred upon with this

r

award in the year 2003.
In the housing reconstruction program, guidelines for debris management,
selection of relocation sites, use of temporary shelters, management of waste
disposal sites and closure of dumping sites were prepared and Government
Resolutions (GRs) were issued for implementation.

~.
I

In .order to analyze the post earthquake reconstruction program on broad1
~ spectrum, similar type of programs have been analyzed. To get comprehensive
view six programs, three each from developing and developed countries, have
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been analyzed. In order to get the flavor of program implementation by different
governments program comparisions have been taken from Kobe, Mexico,
Columbia, Turkey, Maharashtra and Gujarat.
Under any reconstruction program, housing is one of the' most important
components and invites highest financial allocation. It is a basic need of the
affected population and involves the largest number of stakeholders. As a result,
the success of housing component sets the tone for the remaining components 'of
the reconstruction program.
To make a comparison, reconstruction of nearly 40,000 houses destroyed in Kobe
earthquake took six years, reconstruction of 72,000 houses destroyed in Mexico
earthquake took five years, reconstrt -ction of 80,000 houses .destroyed in
Columbia earthquake took three years, reconstruction of,6,500 houses destroyed
in Turkey earthquake took two years and reconstruction of 2,20,000 houses
destroyed in Latur earthquake took six years. However, in comparison, the
housing reconstruction program in Gujarat has been carried out at a rapid pace
completing 2,01,031houses (i.e. 95% of the total houses destroyed) within a short
span of four years.
The comparison clearly demonstrates the lead taken by the State Government in
reconstructing the destroyed houses in a record span thus helping the affected
community in bringing back their life to normalcy and providing them with
better quality of houses (multi -hazard resistant) along with other infrastructure
facilities.

Given the huge reconstruction, rehabilitation' and livelihood restoration task
GSDMA has done in a short span of time, the approach and process followed is
now being looked upon as the role model for earthquake reconstruction, both at
national and international level. Experts and other agencies have not only
applauded the schemes implemented by GSDMA but have also adopted them. .
for their earthquake reconstruction programs. Delegations from other countries
and different states of India have visited GSDMA to understand the program.
Few of the notable ones among these are mentioned below.
Delegation from Government of Bangladesh
~ A delegation from the Government of People's Republic of
visited Gujarat for getting acquainted with the earthquake reconstruction
preparedness programme undertaken by Gujarat after the 26th January
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earthquake. The main aim for visiting the state Was to learn from the R & R
progranune and apply it in future policy making issues in Bangladesh. The
main focus of the visiting team Was Urban Risk Reduction and the entire
process of preparing town planning scliemes Was also explained to them
which willlie]p them in carrying out a Similar exercise in Bangladesli.
Delegation from Government of Sri Lanka
~ linmediately after the' Tsunami, TAFREN, Sri Lanka's Task Force for
Rebuilding the Nation, Was set up by the President and was entrusted with
rebuilding and reconstructing infrastructure in the key' areas of the Tsunami
affected regions. The team from TAFREN visited Gujarat to gain first hand
insights of the reconstruction / recovery progranune undertaken by the State
Government in the aftermath of the Bhuj earthquake. Teclmical guidelines,
lEC material and other literature developed by GSDMA Was shared with the
visiting team. The delegation discussed in detail with GSDMA issues related
to OWner driven hOusing, material banks, relocation, grievance redressal
mechamsm. The delegation also raised several queries regarding the
involvement of civil society in fonnulation of hOUsing packages which was
adequately answered by GSDMA.
Delegation from Kobe University, Japan
~ A team from Kobe University, Japan visited Kutch to get acquainted with the
Earthquake Reconstruction & Preparedness Progranune (With a special thrust
on Urban Reconstruction in the city of Bhuj) undertaken by the State
. Governmentin the aftermath of the 26th January, 2001 Bhuj earthquake,
Delegation from Government of Iran

> A six member team conSisting of officials from the Iran Government and the

UNICEF Visited GSDMA. The team visited Gujarat after the earthquake in
Bam City of Iran to learn from the experiences of the State Government in
dealing with a massive rehabilitation and reconstruction programme in the
aftermath of the Bhuj earthquake. '
elegation from Government of Mghanistan
An eight member delegation from Afghanistan Comprising of officials from
the Department of Disaster Management, Ministry of Rural Rehabilitation
Development and Ministry of Agriculture visited GSDMA. The aim of the
visit Was to learn from the experiences of GSDMA in earthquake
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preparedness and mitigation with a special focus on preparation of Disaster
Management Plans at various levels.
Delegation from State of Jammu & Kashmir, India

~ In order to learn from the experience of Gujarat Government in dealing with
a massive earthquake reconstruction programme after the 2001 earthquake, a
high level ~ee member delegation from the Government of Jammu &
Kashmir visited Gujarat. The team was headed by Shri S. V. Bhave, lAS,
Principal Secretary _ Revenue, Government of Jammu & Kashmir. The other
members of the team include Shri Vinod Malhotra, Chief Town Planner,
[ammu and Shri A. K. Parimoo, Chief Engineer, Designs Directorate, Jammu.
The special focus of the team was on reconstruction, institutional
arrangements in reconstruction, external funding and disaster risk mitigation
/ management. The delegation had discussions with the officials of the State
Government and visited the earthqJlake affected areas, mainly Kutch, to get a
first hand experience of the rehabilitation and reconstruction work
undertaken by the State Government.

Apart from these, other delegations of NGOs working in the tsumarU affected
south Indian states of India, delegations from Oxford University, UK, Yunnan
Province of China, Government of Bhutan, East Timor, and FEMA, USA also
visited GSDMA to,learn from the experiences of the earthquake reconstruction
program.
A three member high level delegation from National Disaster Management
Authority (NDMA), a nodal agency set up recently by the Government of India,
also visited GSDMAto discuss various issues pertaining to disaster management
with a special focus on relationship between the State Disaster Management
Authority and National Disaster Management Authority and the role of central
and the state government during the time of a disaster.
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Many lessons learnt and the best practices adopted in the Gujarat reconstruction
experience have already been incorporated in the Cujarat State Disaster
Management policy and the Earthquake reconstruction and reconstruction and
rehabilitation policy. The rest will be incorporated in the revised relief manual,
which is being upgraded in to a disaster manual. Disaster management is neither
a standalone activity nor a one-time activity. It is a continuous activity to be
, integrated with every other activity undertaken by government and people. The
window of opportunity opened in Cujarat for focus on disaster management
after the Gujarat earthquake has lead the government of Gujarat to take many
initiatives for disaster mitigation and preparedness. The real challenge is to
continue this momentum. The initial awareness and focus soon gets lost in the
problems of every day life. The institutional mechanisms set up by Gujarat for
long term disaster management capacity building will help the government not
to lose its focus. Disaster management capacity building is not easy. It may take a
decade or more to make a critical mass of people aware of all the aspects of
disaster management.
The vision for future disaster management should be that when disaster strikes
the communities should be prepared and they should not react with panic but
with a sense of urgency. There should be minimum loss of life and damage to
properties due to the mitigation measures undertaken and a limited impact on
state exchequer due to risk transfer mechanisms. In short the vision should be to
create a culture of disaster preparedness
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